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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW
11011•11111MMMIM,
11.00 A YEAR.
HOPKINSVItLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13,1889.
VOLUME XX. NO. 12.
The Gates of Wonderland Thrown Wide Apart.
1 HE 1 OW EIGNei MASTODON OF TEN rE9 !MOWS
Reigning by right of Eminence, by right of Merit, by right of Superio
rity and by Popular
Will the Exalted Rulers oftin. Amusement Realm.
44 Sells Brothers
Famous Roman Hippodrome,
304E11 INTICA- CIPIIELCO1DVS...3
Elevated Stage and 5 Continent Menagerie in Mighty Uni
on with
Se H.' BARRETT'S
MONSTER WORLD'S FAIR,
Will Exhibit at HOPKINSVILLE
Septenn.ber 18t2a.
The Two Leading Shows of the Nation now
traveling and exhibiting aa one.
11 Big Menageries. 2 Big Elevated Stager.
2 Big Hippodromes. 2 Big Circuses.
2 Big Museums. 2 Big Parahes.
131 ilaiicy &pippin. 2
The on v %how in America having anything
new to otter. Entirely reconstructiti, vastly
improved, greatly enlarged and absolutely.
undeniably and indisputably the great An.
bOolln of the country. No long haired
bull whackers chasing lazy filthy Indians
------ around the ring and called the Wild West. no
- nerve-shocking and dangerous shooting under
..ur can% as. Wit a eteati, well conducted, bright,
new awl popular exhibition of the spleodors
• of the Orient and the wonders of the tilts. dent.
A F‘.001L 'OF OSTRICHES.
ti Yip arDñnsrt Itti Corea
A Pair of Mtdmet Saisiosin l'sille, I years old, 24
%oche% high and weighing but In pounds.
Pair Vali Grown Giant Living Hippopot•-
aluaes, that have sallied for Setts Brothers
fame and fortune.
Eminent. Costly and rupareneled Menagerie.
The lreatest Hippodrome ever Canopied undert 'ADVIL
The standard circus exhibition of the universe.
MO- I comprehensive touithological Collection'
Traveling.
Only Aquarium of Monster Marine M ar, els in
America.
The home of merit. The birthplace of novety .
A Circus as pure in us character as the home
circle. Chaste. Elegant and Refined.
A most remarkable display of Japanese. Ara-
bian awl other foreign Acrobats and
Athlt tes in a aeries of wonder-
fully thrilling acts andfeats.
Forty horses reined and driven by one man.
50 Rolm ilippidroine Eiden 50
300 Phenominal Performers.
The en ildren's dream of fairyland sumptuously
exemplified.
Most wonderful exhibition of trained A111111110
ever seen.
The Whole :Mammoth Show Presented at Once
Circuit. iti=runie, Menagerie. Miii.4-Uni. Aviary, Aquarium, Arabian Caravan, Japanese
V Painanta and a world of startling novelties and thrilling features.
The Fla., at 'Etreset Far tado Msreir Oils:eon lat. .6.n:effete a.
Two performances daily at 2 and Sp. In. Doors open one hour pre % haw.
/Anibal t4 aIi oily 50 Cts. Children tinder Dillg yeais 25 Cts.
Mao exhibits in Bowling Green Sept. 17th. Henderson Sept. 19th.
Princeton Sept. 20th. Paducah Sept. 21s1.
cluf 2S il Ulna
SEND ORDERS TO
Kraver de Harris,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY
4 Yeir Old
WHISKY
$2.00
Pid
tf MIN
The following brawls kept: Iniviefte County and
H. W. Woreitam'a Peerless; Hill A Winstead's Milk
Velvet; Robertson County Corn Whisky; Anderson
Comity_ Whisky; White corn Whisky; Rich Grain
lain? Mash Culon County Whisky and lennesem
Whiskies.
-Eight different kinds of Wines.-
Beeeetaltisse.
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN.
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Gallon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. B.-Enclose Poeta', Money Order or Cash
with your order.
Seth th...Ww, lumens Sept. bd.
Young 01141 if they eish thoruairk
....Ai...glace [resume
.1.wwd 0.17 • lww 4 1. Ws* if-aagel
at rewsmabie coot should go to the .idk BMW 0.tt I4g .1 rilstows• Ky.
twasimareliVit•MEORCETOWIPPI, KY.
REASONS
Why Ayer's Sarsaparilla is
preferable to any other for
the cure of Blood Diseases.
Because no poisonous or deleterious
ingredients enter into the composition
of Ayer's Sarsaparir.a.
-Ayer's Santa' it bit., contains oaly
the purest and moa,. effective remedial
properties.
-Ayers &reaper i.la Is prepared with
extreme care, skill, and cleanliness.
- Ayer's-Sarsaparilla is prescribed by
leading physicians.
-Ayer's Saelaparills Is for sale
everywhere, and recommended by all
first-class tirukTists.
-Ayers Sarsaparilla Is a medicine,
and not a beverage in disguise.
-Ayer's Sarsaparilla never fails to
effect a cure, when persistently used,
according to directions.
-Ayer's Sarsaparilla is a highly con-
centrated extract., and then-tom the
most economical Blood Medicine in the
market.
-Ayer's Sarsaparilla has had a suc-
cessful career of nearly half a ccottary,
and was never so popular as at prewatit.
-Thousands of testimonials aro on
file from those benefited by tbe Usu.! •
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
razes/eau It
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Prise $I ,six tanfies, $6. Worth 63 • sums.
Unprecedented Attraction!OVER A MILLION DISTRIBUTED.
•S•L•
•Looisiana State Lottery Comfy.
Incorporated by the Legislature In Istet. for
Educational and t'haritoble purposes. and its
franchise made a part of the present State
Constitution, in ISM by an •• ern- lieltishig
popular vote.
Its MAMMOTH lilt. k ‘1. 1140f: take piece
Semi-Annually, yluist sod Deveivber, gpid
INDIts littA SINGT.r. NT-NfIllr.1 DRAM"-9tiINOH take place in ellieh air r ither ten
n ((((( this of the tti-er, and are do, we In
public. at the. Academy' of M le,New Or-
leans, La. *
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its .Drawings, and
Prompt l'syme.ut of .12,rizem,
Attested US fUllUrell:
"We do hereby certify that wesupervImthe
arrIthgernents for all the monthly and swot-
A nous! Drawings of The Liminiana State Lot-
tery Company, anti in person manage anti
eontr, .1 the Drawings thismsetecii, end that
the raise are eondueted with honesty, fair-
ness, and in good faith toward ell parties, and
we unthorize the Company to use this certifi-
cate, with fae-similes of our signature. at-
tached In Its advertisements."
Commissioners.
We the undendgned Ranks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn It, The Louisiana
ztutar .At me lotteries which linty be presented ato
It. N. WALMS11.1tY, l'res. Louisiana Nat. Ilk.
Pi K LANA UK, State Nnt'l Bk.
A. B.% bnwi Prea. New Orleans Nat'l Bk.
C•Itt. KOHN, Prea. U01011 National Bank.
Grand Monthly Trawing,
At the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday Oct. ird 1201111.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100,1a0 Tickets al i'll; Halves EIO; Quarters 65;
Tenths $2; Twentieths
LIST Olf PRIZES..
1 PRIZE OF V110.060 is ..... • $.100.000
a of 000a is. mom
• 1 " of 5006)  . 30.tlft
1 " of 23,M10 Is   geott
2 l'RIZES ,00 111.1 are .
" of 5,1lt11 are
25 or ',MO are.
100 " of 410 are  .10,11OU
San of ao are . . 111.1.0UU
hiO " of aware ...
APPROXIMATION
100 Pri reit of NM are  Via 000
100 " et 100 are . . :in MI
IOU " of 200 are . alias)
TERMINAL PRIZES.
900 Prizes of flue are  $011,900
11119 "of ft/Dare  911,900
3,134 PrizesamountIng to   $1,064,S100
Excelsior P1 qugMillS
‘Wagon Factory.
We wish to call especial attention of farmers to the following spiel:II
lines of goods which we intend to sell at the lowest possible privy. All
Gilarallioed Firg-Class.
Empire Fertilizer Wheat Drill... Rummies,
EmVr eta NVI.eat Pbaetous,
Roan Carts,
'bluster',
Mowers,
Threshers,
Engines,
rerb4t
• 401errt wheat Wills,
Honii.etead Fertilizers,
Model of Good Fertilizers,
Bone Meal,
Buggy and Wagon Harness,
Climax Disc Harrows,
Iron Duke Harrows,
Keystone Harrows,
Builders and Farmers Hardware,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Mixed Paint,
Paint Brushes,
Seale
Doors,
Blinds,
Mouldings,
Brackets,
Lime,
Hair,
Cement,
Fire Briek.
Nova-Tickets drawing Capital Prizes are
not entitled to Terminal Prizes.
AGENTS WANTED.
Fox Ctva RATES, or any further In-
formation desired, write legibty to the under-
signed, learly stating pair residence, with
Slab-, County, Street- and Number. More
rapid return mail delivery will iw assured hv
your enchains all FaiVelope hearing our full
address.
We are the authorized agents for the cede' waled
EZZ: PAINTL
Aft We most cordially invite you to call and see us
Most Respectfully,
FORBES & BRO.
IMPORTANT.
Address M. A. DACPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Waohlitirton, D.C.
By ordinory letter, contalding Money Order
honied by all Express C pantos. New York
Exchange, Ilraft or Postal Note.
Aromas.' Itscrittiresso Lzerzes OXTA !N-
INO Cr ItaltacE T..
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New orleans,
"REM EM lilt, thmt the pavment of Prime
Is ol'ARANTEED IIY FOI'll NAT1oNAL
HA N KM of New Orient's, told theTicketis are
signed by the President of ati Institution.
whore (+enema rights are re...Whited ill the
highest Court*: therefore, bewareof all Imita-
tions or enemy ..... tie schemes."
ONE DOLLAIt 1,11w price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Ticket ISSUED BY I'S
in any Drawing. Anything In our name of-
ferret' tor lea, than a Dollar Is swindle.
"rmolio 11112 0"
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
Mouth. C urea Ithentnatism, Neuralgia,
Toothache, Earache, Sprains, Swelling. Ring-
worms, F'roat Mira, Skill Eruptions, all Th ri wit
and Chest Affections, etc . and a great relief
consatriptiwee. If used according to direc-
tions anti rails to ovs Satisfaction atter a 'air-
&lent testis mut% We guszanute to refund
Eh* money. PH.* 50 cents. Fur sate Si
Wyly a Burnett. .1. E. Oaltber, H. B. Garner,
Rack tier Leaven *ad It. E. Christian, Hop-
kineville, Ky.
At wholesale by Berry, liemoville tt Co..
Nashville, Tenn.
Manufactured only by
.Mr
J. E. COOPER. POLK CA If SLIER
Cooper& Cansler,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - . - - KENTUCKY
Ferneline Chemical C.,
, New York and
Charleston, S. C.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE STEAMERS LOW 
RATES.
Pour Trips per Was. Rerwr•In
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
suit P. Mari*, •i.d Late
Huron W .y ports
Peery Week Day Btwsan
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
ipso& Ses•sy Trips eerie, J ass. 1.0y, •egea red 
Ssyt.
Double Deng Line
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Due I LLUSTne•KO PAMPHLETS
Wee and Zzeurei,a Ticket. ..ill b. ei,,wbed
be your Ticks. • gent, or adstreee
E. B. writTCOM13. G. P. A .
Detroit ind Cinvsiass
SAYREFEMALE!INGID!TKf
A select boarding and day school for young ladles
Incorporated In 1864. Por twenty years under the
charge of the present Principal. Kindergarten,
Primary, Academic and Collegiate Departments.
Art, Music, Modern Languages, and full Collegl
ate tours. !bribe' systems of shesitsau anti
vessunsism. Lange grounds and buildings, with
superior apparatus furriers Instruction. Number
of hoarders limited to thirty-six. Par ratan...11
apply to m. a.lasCLILLI.AX. Prinetsal.
HIS LAST JUMP.
Joe End', Formerly of 'Ibis Csianty,
Suicides by Hameln.
Leaves Home liecaune of Alleged Un-
heti/came Bondage and Drifts to
Henderson-Unsound Mind
the Cause.
A brief telegram was published in
yesterday's New ERA stating that
Joe Fish had committed suicide near
Henderson. The Gleaner gives the
following particulate:
"There came to this county two
years ago last spring from Chrietian
county a young boy who represented
himself a refugee 'rein bondage, un-
bearable bondage, and begged that
secrecy be kept by those to whom he
told .his story. The boy's name was
Joe Fish, but he had assumed the
name of John Williams, and by this
name he was known. He worked for
Mrs. Gabe Tate for a short period,
aud then for Mrs. Henry on Clay
street. He then drifted to the coun-
try, and coming to the farm of Wal-
ter Agnew, hired with bird.
"The boy, prior to his corning to
Henderson county, wss bound to Mr.
John Arnet, of Christian, and was
living with hint at the time of his
run away. Leta spring he set in
with Mr. Agnew to raise a crop and
planted and was growing one acre of
tobacco. Soule_ time ago he made a
profession of religion, joined the
church, and from that time to his
death had led a most exemplary life.
He has a sister and brother in Chris-
tian county, and in speaking of them
twine four weeks ago he remarked
that it would be for the best if he
were out of the way. There was no
thought given to the remark, and no
one for a moment believed that he
contemplated suicide, but the fear of
detection and being taken back to
Christian seemed to prey upon his
mind.
"Finding a convenient excuse he
left the field Tuesday morning and
went towards the house. There was
no sttention paid to that until he
failed to make his appearance at din-
ner toil again at supper. Mr. Agnew
believed that he had gone back to his
old sounty, and thus disposed of his
absence. Yesterday morning one of
theme!' upon the place had occasion
to go to a tobacco barn near the
house, and to his horror on entering
be discovered the lifeless body of
young Williams hanging by a rope
tied around his neck. His suicide
was a deliberate one. He went into
the barn, having provided himself
with a e, inch cotton rope and
climbed to the second tier. Around
one of the tier of timber he tied the
rope in a bow knot. He then tied
the rope around his neck with the
knot in front and under his chin and
then juutpe,d. Death must have
been instantaneous, for when found
his neck was broken, and his body
had lengthened a foot or more. The
body was left hanging and coroner
D. W. Cummings sent for. The coro-
ner went out, .empaneled a jury who
heard the evidence and returned the
following verdict:
"We, the jury, find that the dead
body now before us is that of Joe
Fish, formerly of Hopkineville, Ky.,
and that he came to his death by
hanging himself to a tier pole of a
tobacco barn. Cause of the act sup-
posed to be partial derangement of
mind and was done au Walter Ag-
new'e farm near Anthestou."
Suite and retail trade. n i. are the largestMantitaetarers la olirlit.e. Enclose two-
Cent ...tamp A 1.4.11011i I III WAGES
pn
p04thl eerie. Moue) nth ...wed
sition. So Miran.... pf...lt..$3
for wage.. Ado., ti-lo r. etc.
ALEN
We wish a few
men to sell our
gouda byrampie
to the Missile.
.00
Centea .al Manufasturing Co.. PER DAY.
Good Advice, Showing Result.
Edward Silvey, Chicago, gives tes-
timony: "My wife had Catarrh
"twenty-five years; suffered severely
"for six years before she began to
"nse your remedy. Unable to
"breathe except through the mouth;
"in a most critical condition. Tried
"everything without relief, when
"Dr. Streeter advised her to buy
"Clarke's Extract of Flax (Papillon)
"Catarrh Cure. Relief followed inn-
"mediately. She continued to tire it
"until she is how entirely cured.
'Her health has not been so good in
"many years.'' Price $1.00. Wash
the Baby with Clarke'm Flax heap
25 cents. H. B. (honer, Druggist,
now ha* the Flax remeillee on hand.
At Lfilig
The Madisouville Hustler giver an
account of how Heuer Davis of Cald-
well county, a brother to l'rof. W. B.
Davis, of Dalton, was accidently shot
one day last week. He was driving
his wagon home from mill, and he
heard a gun tire and soon felt that he
was shot through the arm and leg.
David Sigler had fired a Winchester
rifle at a distance of 475 yards and
the ball had struck Davie ;n such a
way as to go into both arm and leg.
The shooting was entirely accidents'.
The wounded man is dotes very well
and will soon recover.
Electric Hitters.
This remedy is beemning so Will
known and so popular an to need no
special mention. All who have used
Electric Bitters sing the same song of
praise--A purer medicine does not ex-
ist and it is guaranteed to do all that
is claimed. Electric Bitters will cure
all di the Liver and Kidneys,
will 4r:linil 41f Pimples. Boils, Salt
Rheum atetother affections caused by
impure blood. Will drive Malaria
(rem the eyetein and prevent as well
as carryall Malarial fevers. For cure
of Headache, Constipation awl Indi-
gestimt try Eleetrie Bitters. Entire
sat isfsetieu guaranteed, or 'floury re-
funded. Price 7,0 VellitS and $1 1...r bot-
tle, at Harry It. (lamer's ('ii y Phar-
macy.
DETECTIVES
Wanted in e'er,' 1,111/1 7
instruct 1.2.1 a fl, C It.Cre •
no, ewers. TI,. Intern it
paper of Hoehn, oil.roottniie
In Is Wmlo/Ni, 1111.i iris II,,••• 7 I
Ars effirred. Send 2e. ...tittnii
Seaman DetettiranureauCo.+SArcaSc.tee.......a.t.
A Mean MAUL
Madisonville Hustler: William
Doseett, of Union county, was re-
cently kicked by a mule while at a
little town in the county. A physi-
cian was called to attend him but
when the doctor found that Doseett
had no money with which to pay for
the 'services the physielan refused to
do anything for tile suffering man
Dossett died in a eitort time anti now
the wheelers propmse tom boycott the
doctor who ref Hoed to assist the dying
man.
OPEN THE GATES.
A Matter That Should Demand the
Consideration of Our Citizens as
Well as Those of Clarksville.
The Democrae;says: Some day,
we hope, our merchaute will realize
the fact that Clerkeville ;must have
better and challis& approaches. The
excessive toll charged on the pikes
coming into Clarksville, and the fre-
quency of the places where the farm-
er is made to "stand and deliver" is
building up stores all over the coun-
ty, and the farmers are able, at most
of the stores, to buy goods at about
Clarksville prices, with no toll to
pay. This works a disanvantage to
Clarksville in more ways than one.
We lose thEntrade and we lose the
produce that would be brought here
If the farmer could get to town with-
out paying KO much toll. Wood and
all kinds of produce would be cheap,
business would increase at least 30
per cent. The onip way you can get
into Clarksville now without paying
toll, ferriage, steamboat or railroad
fare is to fall out of a balloon. Let
Clarksville open her gates wide
and let the people in.
DON'T MISS IT.
An Opportunity to See the Grandest
Pyrotechnic Display of the Age.
The Newport, News lc Mississippi
Valley Road will provide a special
train and Kell round trip tickets to
Louisville on Saturday, Sept. 14th,
for the low rate of $2.00 for the round
trip from Nortonsville, the attraction
being the historical and spectacular
representation, "Paine's last Days of
Pompeii." The train will have Nor-
Louisville at 11 a. ni. Saturday anti
returning leave Louisville at 7 p. in.
Sunday.
"The Last Days of Pompeii" is a
magnificent spectacle, and surpasses
all previous achievements in the
pyrotechnical line; and is a vivid
and realistic illustration of the tragic
destruction of Pompeii, that beauti-
ful Roman city, which lay at the foot
of Vesuvius, and which was buried
by an eruption from that volcano in
the year A. If., 79. To represent it a
picture is constructed which covers
ten thousand ettuare feet of canvas.
It is four hundred and twenty feet
broad, facing the audience, and ex-
tends backwards to a depth of two
hundred and fifty feet. The pictur-
esque city is spread out before the
spectator with a fidelity which al-
most completely deceives the imag-
ination and restores us to its long
burled streets and villas. Three hun-
dred people, dressed in chronologic-
ally correct costumes are employed
to represent the customs, manners,
daily life and special observance of
those classic people, and a grand bal-
let of seventy five artists.
A Distrmaing Case and Happy Cure
"For over a year I have had a
"breaking out on my leg, which
"troubled me NO bad I could not walk,
"leg badly swelled, of a purple color,
"with eruptions so bad that Blood
"would ooze out if I bore my weight
"on it. I Was recommended to try
"('larke's Extract of Flax (Papillon)
"Skin Cure, which I have done. My
"leg is now well and I can walk two
"miles on It without any trouble."
Signed, "A. D. Hayward."
Clarke's Flax Soap makes the skin
soft and prevents chapping. Skin
Cure $1.00. Soap 25 cents. For sale
by H. B. (lamer.
For County Court Clerk.
In this issue appears the announce-
ment of Mr. J. S. itagedale as a can-
didate for county court clerk, sub-
ject to the action of the Democratic
party. In the event he is made the
standard bearer, he promises to do as
helots always done-work day and
night for the success of him party.
Mr. Ragsdale is well knewn over the
eounty, and hits never yet failed to
do his duty and more in every elec-
tion where he ham been called upou
to assist. He will command a strong
support.
Censreiplisa lienrable I
Read the fellowing: Mr. C. H
Morrie, Newark, Ark., trays: "Was
anal; with Altera. of Lungs, and
friends and phymiciane pronounced
me all incurable Consumptive. Be-
gan taking Dr. King's New Discovery
for Coneumptiun; alli 110W 011 my
third bottle, and able to oversee the
work on my farm. It is the finest
.ne ever made."
Jesse Middlewart, DeAtur, Ohio,
says: "Had it not been for Dr. King's
New Discovery for Coneumption
would have died of Lung Troubles.
Was given up 1 y doctors. Am now
In best of health." 'fry it. Sample
battlee free at Harry B. Garneett,City
Pharmacy.
IT WON'T BAKE BREAD, In other
words, Hoods, Sarsaparilla will not
do impossibilities. Its proprietors tell
plainly what it ham done, tffibuti
proofs from sources of umpieetioned
reliability, and ask you frankly if
you are suffering from any ;limas*
or affection caused or promoted by
impure blood or low state of the sys-
tem, to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. The
experience of others is sufficient as-
surance that you will not be dis-
appointed in the result.
A Fatal Runaway.
'rho Muillenburg Edo) says: On
last Saturday evening as William
Stinson and Lewitt Hunter, who live
near Paradise, were driving home
from Rochester their team became
frightened and ran away. Stinson
was thrown out, the wagon running
over him and seriously bruising him.
Hunter in trying to regain the lines
width had fallen on the tongue fell
between the team and was terribly
mangled, dying in a few minutes.
The accident occurred between sun-
down and dark. Stinson's hurts
though painful are not considered
dangerous.
Burnie Heckard, a printer, who
came from Ohio, attempted to-com-
mit suicide at Clarksville, last even-
ing, by swallowing two ounces of
laudaaum. It is thought he will re-
cover having received prompt atten-
tion.
•
RAILROAD CIRCLES.
Matters flinnected 1Vith the Ohio lab
hey and Nashville Narthern.
The Nashville American of to-day
says: President Kelsey and Chief
Attorney Cole, of the Ohio Valley
Railroad, arrived here yesterday
morning, and in the afternoon had
an informal consultation at the Com-
mercial Club rooms with the Execu-
tive Committee of the Nashville
Northern. Matters pertaining to
united action on the part of the two
companies was discussed, and a plan
that will probably be satisfactory to
both was unfolded.
Nothing definite was, however,
done, and the meeting adjourned
with the understanding that the
Ohio Valley would in a few days
make a proposition in due legal form
to the Nashville Northern.
The Courier-Journal has the fol-
lowing in regard to the Nashville
Northern and the possible results of
Its agitation and construction:
The great activity shown of late by
the projectors of the proposed Nash-
ville Northern road, has caused the
Louleville & Nashville to look about
it and a very important short exten-
sion in the immediate future is one
of the probabilities. This is a com-
pletion of the Owensboro& Nash-
ville road from its present terminus
to Springfield, Tenn., on the main
And arrangements are said to be
now pending looking to the exten-
sion very shortly The original idea
was to run the Owensboro & Nash-
ville, from Owensboro into Nashville,
but building was stopped when
Adairsville was reached. The dis-
tance on to Springfield is but a few
miles, and the country is of such a
chr racter as to make railroad build-
ing very easy.
The extension of the Owensboro &
Nashville would greatly enhance the
value of that property, and would se-
cure for the conipany a vast amount
of business that without the exten-
sion and with the Nashville North-
ern would be as a natural result di-
verted to the latter line.
Syrup of Figs.
Produced from the laxative and nu-
trioue juice of California figs, com-
bined with the medical virtues of
plants known to be the most benefi-
cial to-the human system, acts gently
on the kidneys, liver and bowels, ef-
fectually (demising the system, dis-
pelling colds and headaches, and
curing habitual constipation.
Biggest Baby in this Section.
The Morganfield Sun says the wife
of Lewis Potts, of Cullen, gave birth
to a boy child weighing more than
seventeen good, honest pounds. Un-
fortunately the child died in birth.
This was certainly an enormous child
and, in all probability, the largest
ever born in this *section of the coun-
try, bu it is unquestionably true as
can be abundantly proven. The
length of the child after being laid
out was 36 inches. The mother of
the child has since died, leaving a
husband and seven children.
TAKE IT IN TIME.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
lost; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost: for want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Never neglect small things.
The first signs of pneumonia and
consuniptiou can positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption. Sold by
H. B. Garner, druggist.
A New Trainer In the Field.
John Green, the horse trainer, who
is well-known to the people of this
county, having been with P. H. Mc-
Nauey the past six months, has
opened a training stable for himself,
and is ready to take horses and
handle them on reasonable terms.
He welkin+ a part of the patronage of
this community, anti guarantees sat-
isfaction. He can be called on or
addressed at the Driving Park, where
he hat; headquarters.
si
Te.kitiBLE FOROVAIININGs.
Cough in the morning, hurried o
difficult breathing, raising phlegni,
tightness in the chest, quiekened
breath, chalkier* in the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
Gongs, are the first stages of eon-
sumption. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful symptoms, and is sold
under a pesitive.guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
.
Mr. A. (i. Bush, the pioneer of the
shoe trade of southern Kentucky,
and one of the veterans of the busi-
ness, has accepted a position with
(leo. W. Ludlow, of Chicago, one of
the largest manufacturers in Ameri-
ca. Tine house is to be congratulated
upon the acuisition of Mr. Buell to
its force. He is widely known to the
trade in this and adjoining states,
and will take many orders from his
friends. We are glad to state that
Mr. Bush will still recognize Hop-
kinsville as his home, and his family
will remain here. A wide circle of
friends join the NEW ERA in wish-
ing Mr. Bush the success which he
so richly deserves.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
came home one evening, feeling a pe-
euliar tightness in the chest. Before
retiring, he tried to draw a long
breath but found it almost impossible.
Ile buttered four days from pneumo-
nia, anti the doctors gave him up. Dr.
Aeker'e Ent/limit remedy for consump-
tion saved him and lie is well t.
Sold by H. B. Garner, druggists.
---
A Good tiiitow.
Prof Zelma, with a circus, menag-
erie and museum combitied, ham lo-
cated on Seventh Street, 2nd door
from express ante., where he will re-
main several daps and exhibit the
many wonders of hie show. .‘niong
the many things worth seeing may
be found the great I el kiitg machine,
EdSson's Phonograph, Blood-suck ing
Vampires and a pair of very large
Snakes. 11•1114 show has many inter-
esting features and is well worth see-
ing, and is worthy of the patronagt
of sill !termini, interested in the won
tiers of Hattie. and art of man
PILOSPTNE:45.
First a cold, then a cough then
consurnittion, teen death. "I took
Dr. Aaker's lerigifell remedy for Coll-
ittlsoption the moment I began to
to WS*/ and I believe it saved my
W A 1,TEK N. WALLACE, W asl
ugten. Mold by H. B. Garner, d rug
1st.
The Cincinnati Enquirer says:
Miss Helen Trimble, the wealthy
daughter of the late Judge W. W.
Trimble, of Covington, has been mar-
ried in London to Arthur ilighton,
scion of some noble divines ill the
Church of England. She was en-
gaged ti Mr. Joel Baker, of the ('ov
ington bar, but cruelly shook bin"
for the Englishman.
Mr. B. F. Willett and wife, of Hen-
derson, have brought suit against the
L. et N., for $2,500 damages for neg-
ligence on the part of said company.
She charge. that instead of convey-
ing her to the depot and leaving her
where she could get a hack home, it
being one o'clock at night, that de-
fendaut slopped the train and put her
out of the car on the track where
was liti platform or other accommo-
dation for passengers, where she had
to remain alone with
Willi Int way to get away from said
place. By reason of Npich she be-
;lime much alarmed anti frightened
and had her nervous system so very
much shocked that she became sick
and has remained so ever since.
The case of the commonwealth
against Kirk Bradley, charged will
killing young Nelson, has been filed
away whirl' virtually amounts tt
being dismissed. Ti.• probabilities
are that it will never be resurrected
His bondsmen have been released.
- 
- -
Mrs. Blanche Soy, wife of Ching
Soy, a Chinese laundryman, has tiled
sut for divorce at Chicago. This is
the first caw on reword in white
Chinese dirty linen is to be washed
in American eou res.
The Itaptiet chureh is to be remod-
eled, re-painted and otherwise im-
proved. The spire and vestibule
will be taken down and the appear-
ance of the building will be greatly
altered for the better.
Dr. I1j3 Wood, of this city, has
entered the bay mare, Nora G., in
the 2:29 'lass at the Nashville races
for September 10th, the opeuiug day
-mile heats, 3 in 5, for a $600 purse
divided.
•
A Washington dispatch says
l'atrick Wells has been appointed
{post master at Johneon, Christian
county, vice George Shelton, re-
signed.
CON0014D RIPPLES.
Protracted Meeting-School Noteo-Ab
F.lopement-Pereonals.
The protracted meeting at this
place is still in progress; large
crowds in attendce with prospect
of much good being accomplished.
Our school at this place is in a
flourishing condition, Miss Annie
Sypert (our accomplished teacher) is
bending every effort to build up the
cause of education in our community.
Mr. John Rates, wife and little
daughter, of Kelly, are the guest of
Mr. J. C. Courtney.
Mr. Frank Wilkey and daughter,
Miss Annie, of the Pilot Rock neigh-
borhood, and Mr. George Bradley,
wife and Intl' dsughter of your city,
were visiting Mr. W'. C. Davis' fami-
ly Sunday.
Mrs. W. C. Davis has been suffer-
ing from a severe attack of chills and
rheumatism, but is better at this
writing.
Mr. Wesley Littlefield and Miss
Mettle Courtney eloped to Clarks-
ville and were married. They were
accompanied by Mr. Dock Littlefield
and Mire Emma Courtney. Mr.
Littlefield is a worthy young man
and we commend him In his choice
for a partner for life and wish them
much joy and happiness.
FLosaY.
A SAD DEATH.
Davis Tuck, a Young Mau of This
•
County, Dies in Nashville.
The sad announcement of the death
of young Davis Tuck was a severe
blow to a wide circle of warm friends
in thee city and county who saw him
scarcely two weeks since in apparent
health and strength. At that time
he left his home in south Christian
to spend a short time with friends and
connections in Nashville, little
dreaming that he would never re-
turn again. At Nashville, while the
guest of Dr. Maddin, he wae;stricken
with typhoid fever which he had
probably contracted in the vicinity
of Lafayette where it has raged as an
epidemic. His friende at hre while
aware of his sickness had no reason
to apprehend anything serious and
the news of his death which occurred
on Saturday, came as a sad surprise.
Davis Tuck was a young man en-
dowed by nature with the essential
attributes of true manhood. A
modest and unassuming man, upright
and honest and industrious, he was
& favorite with his neighbors, hon-
ored and respected by all who knew
him.
Two years ago he was married to
Mies Steger, a popular and highly
connected lady of Nashville.
The funeral services were held at
the residence of Dr. Aladdin et 3:30
o'clock yesterday and were conducted
by Revs. 0. P. Fitzgerald and B. F.
Haynes, after which the body was
taken to Mt. Olivet cemetery for
Interment.
A BLOW AT JEFFERSONVILLE.
The Courts Strike at Otte of Her Moat
Thriving Industries.
JEFFERSONVILLE, Kr., Sept. 7.-
The case against Joseph Stultz for
subornation of perjury in the ease of
his elopement with and marriage of
14-year-old Carrie Ashby wet con-
cluded last evening and the j try sent
out to deliberate. A verdict was
reached tide morning. The verdict
read:
"We, the jury, find the defendant
guilty as charged and fix his punish-
Inert at ten years in the State prison,
a fine of $500 and disfranchisement
for two years."
Miss Ashby is the daughter of W.
I). Ashby, a merchant tailor. Her
stepmother, a good woman, is Stultz's
sister. Stuitz, who is wholly dis-
reputable, saw the girl when allowed
to come to his sister for help and met
her afterward clandestinely. On
April 15th he enticed her from school
and getting one McCain to swear to
her age married her at New Albany.
SUNSET COX DYING.
The Famous New York Congressman
Enron. t.t the Great (*spite.
C1NCIN NAT!, 0., Sept., ittle 2:30
p. in.-A brief telegram from New
York to this city says: Congressman
"Sunset" Cox is dying at his home
here; the physicians have given up
all hope.
THE HIBISCUS.
TO Slap. L. W.
She wore upon her snowy breast
A flower rich, and rare;
But with her youth and loveliness,
No (tower could compare.
Site tussled not its crimson
To tinge her blooming cheek.
Or brighten More the liquid light,
eyes with shadow• deep.
She took from it's fair resting place
The flower so deeply red.
And placed it on a form fr whence
The charms of youth hal fled.
It brightened up a sombre garb,-
It touched • saddened heart
With happineast, that kindly acts,
Anti tenderness iinpart.
'It is not much the world can give.
With all its subtle art;
And gold, and gems are not the things
To satisfy the heart.
Mit. 0, If those who cluster round
The altar and the hearth,
nevi' It/Wing Words. awl gentle tone.,
How beautiful Is earth."
Aug. 14th, 1111.
Expressive f:x pretailons.
Sant Jones preached a sermon at
a camp meeting the other day in
vellich he drew a picture of Daniel
the prophet, who had chosen be-
tween the lion's den on one baud and
worshiping an idol and going to hell
on the other,as laying down com-
fortably among the wild beasts, with
hie head pillowed on the ellaggiest of
them, stud soliloquizing: "Well
this beats hell." This calls to mind
the time when Henry Ward Beecber
walked up into his pulpit and, ad-
vancing to the front of it, made his
congregation think he had gone crazy
by remarking in a loud voice, "It's
damned hot.'' The Rev. Henry then
preached It sermon on profanity
taking as his text this phrase which
he heard front the lips of the young
man as he entered the church
The Fair Hop at Bowling Green
was a success from whatever pen
viewed. Several from this city were
in attendance and report having en
joyed the evening very much. The
hospitality of the Bowling Green
people to strangers is one of the
things to be remembered.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains, Corns and al
Skin Eruptions, and positively cures
Piles, or no pay required. It is guar-
ranteed to give perfect satisfaction
or money refunded. Price 25 cents
per box. For sale by Harry B. Gar-
ner.
LAND SALE.
Sale of Lands by Auditor's
Agent For Taxes
Dee the ComisonweeSh et Keateeky
slid County of Chrtstiaa.
By virtue of the authority vested in
me by chapter 1,312 approved April 9,
18190, chapter 1,565 approved May 6,
1880, and chapter 1,547 approved May
4, 1888, of the laws of the State of
Kentucky, the undersigned will on
Monday, October 7th, 1889, at the
court house door in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, beginning at the hour of
9 o'clock a. m. and continuing from
day to day until all the land offered
I. sold, sell at public tiuction for cash
in hand, so much of the several here-
inafter described lots of land, as may
be necessary to discharge the loges,
interest and costs, or other Didd-
uess which may be due thereon, or
due from the owner thereof, is here-
inafter set out; and where more than
one tract belonging to 'the same per-
son is to be sold the same will be mold
In the order advertised, each tract, or
as much thereof as may be necessary
will first be oared for whole amount
due from such owter at the time of
its sale, and then in case such amount
is not realised to the highest bidder.
B. E. RAtiooLest,
Auditor's agent, Christian Co., Ky.
HARVEY BREATHITT,
Count Commissioner.
Anderson, u3,, Go vine, belongs
y
2 sores Dis
n.
oss 
to J F Boyd $ 25 23
Bradley, John ool, ,ke acre Die
3, '79, '81, 't,i?., D B 68 page
163, cr ES 23 10
Brame, Mrs M F, 1 lot Ben-
nettatown, Dis 1, 'hl, belongs
to J. A. Boyd and Ben Mc-
Gehee 8 
D 13 46, page 441, 
14 6251
Brent, Dick, col, 13-4 Die 3, 'el,
'82, 
Batley, Hanstord, 100 acres Dim
3, '82, I) B 70, pegs 200, be-
longs to estate B F Heiser 10 21
Cansier, James 13, 56 acres Dis
3, '81, '82, D B 84, page ine,
belongs to W R Renahew 17 83
Cannier, M B, 36 acres DI. 1,
'84, D B 67, page 91 10 81
Cross, Richard, col, y.i acre Dis
3, '83, '84, '86, '86, 02.47, hal 16 97
Clark, Jesse P, 55 acres Dia 1,
'66, D B 54, page 24e. 1192
Clemmons, Jno W, col. 3 acres
Dis 5, near Crofton, '85, N W
Spurlin 3 86
Dearmon, Thos, for wife, 89
acres Die 8, '79 Co tax, D B
65, page t 357, belongs to C 8Hu
492
Darnell, M V, 125 acres Die 1,
'86, '86, D B 60, page 596 22 36
Dukes, J00 F, 50 acres Die 3,
'85, '86, D P 69,page 386 17 10
Earl, Thos B, ag't Mary Earl,
50 acres Dia 2, '78, Co, D B
50, page 380 878
Fruit, Thom, col, 1 acre Dis 2,
'81,'82,'83,'77,'78, I) B 49,page
393 in 83
Fleming, Sarah J. 1 lot, Hop-
kinsville, Dia 4, '79, bal 9 33
Feland, Dr William, 60 acres
Die 3, '81,'83, '83, '85, '86, I) It
51, page 568 4158
Fowler, Jae It B, 73 acres Dis
1, '84, D B 65, page 440 11 10
Fowler, D E,150 acres Die L'e3
I) B 65, page 386, belongs to
Alex Logan 7 10
Fowler, Louis, 45 acres Die 1,
'82, I) B 65, page 386, belong.
D E Fowler 780
Gaines, Gabril, col, 1 acre Die
2,'78 7 30
Same, for mother,13., acres DI.
2'85 671
Gaines, Mettle, 1.4i acres Dis 2,
'86 770
Gant, Abe, oo1,5 acres Die 1,'86 9 27
Harris, Nannie,1 lot Pembroke
Die 2, '75, Co,belongs to Win
Harris 5 35
Hester, Jno W, for wife, 70
acres Die 1, '84, '85, '86, will
book, page 3(Ye, belongs to
Sallie Hester's heirs 40 50
Holland, Esther, col, 11 acres
Dis 4, '85, '86, D. R. 55, page
605 928
Hord, Ben F, 8 acres Die 3, 'sl,
'82,'e3, Pon P 0 in 40
Hamby, Harvey, 48 acres Dis
3, '82, '63, belongs to ('hat
Holt, Crofton, Ky 21 44
Hilberton, Rota, 1 acre Ies 2, 
'el, I) B 71, page is5, belongs
to H C Mabry 953
Hamiltou,Steven and Georgia,
col, I lot Dia 4 143 10 07
Halley, Mrs Virginia, 130
acres Dim 3, '83 D B 70, page
143, belongs to L W Croft 10 33
Hord, o u 611,Josl Bsiah 
page 
4,0100 2acres Die
11 03
Johnson, Oether & Green, 27
acres Dis 3, '88 D II elf, page
839 680
Jackson, Mary, WO acres Dim
3, '84, D It 50, page 350 12 Is
Jordan, Samantha, Pr acres
Dim 3, 'se, I) B 641, page 44 783
Keys, Amanda, col. 1 lot Ins
4, Hopkiusville, '81, '82, '85,
'64, bal 19 61
King, Ambrose 1),115acres Dim
3,181, 82, '83, '84,1) B 75, page
244, belosgs to E J Steger
and Enonitt Moore 68 00
Kinkead, James, Sr. 26 acres
294, belongs to Whilip Jar-
iDni55u4, '82, '83. D B 73 page
13 71
Lutz, elect F, 28 acres Dia 1, '81, 
1) B 58, page 343 871
Long, Melinda E, 40 acres Die
3, '81, '82, D B 65 page 112,
belongs to G B Croft and J C
Brown 11 21
Martin, Mollie and Anthony, 
vol. Dis 2, e83, '5.5, 'eft, hal 12 70
Menser,HenryD,60 and 70 acres
Die 1, '81, '83, 1) H Glover
and Harrison Pendey 18 IN
Meneer, Lewis, 100 Renee, Die
I, '86, D B 58, page 617 8 00
McIntosh, M T, for Margaret
McIntosh, 300 acres Dim 1,
ee3,'144. 30 41
Ogleeby, ('1), 25 acres Die 3,
'83, I) B 71, page 315, belongs
to W H Oglesby 9 61
Phipps, J W , 11 scree Dis 3,
'85, '86, D B 67, page 368, be-
longs to Robt Younglove 17 70
l'yle, David M, 108 acres Dis 3,
'sl, '82, D II 62, page 341, be-
longs to Geo E Boyd In 87
Pyle, Richard, 3 acres Die 3,
'86, '86, D B 70, page 408, be-
Pyiteil, Dosl, 34yfpa  acresice 47  Ills n:, '01it, 
19 W2longs to Ginsey Pose
Joe F Pyle 10 W.
Pollard, A. W, 300 acres Dis 1,
'85, '86, 1)B 73, page 75, be-
longs to Thos II Reed 25 29
Renshaw, Henry, col. 37 acres
Die I, '85, D B 57, page 441 10 12
Smith, M M, 1 lot, Pembroke,
Die 2, '82, '83, '84, '85, belongs
to Tim Ryan
Shackelford Wm.col, 1 lot Dis 24 10
4, '81, '82, ;86, balance 17 00
Stevens, Jas M, wand 100 acres
Dis 1, 'Ml, '82, '83, D B 53,
page 72 39 76
Stevens, Jae M, for W L Ste--
veus,50 acres, '82, see dirks-
1 1Simmons, Jane, 35 acres Die 2
ion E B Blair's estate 
2 6
Stuart, Jas P, 69 acres Dis 1 '85,
I) B 67, page 372, belongs to
II IS Wood. 
380
't46 '86, see division Simmons
daughtert Dial, '85, '86 be! 164 7160
estate
Southall, Juo, for wife and
'Thomas, Ellen, col, 16 acres,
Dis 3, '81, 1) B 56, page *04 9 05
Torian, Mrs V It, 100 acres Die
3, '81, D B 63, page 373 
13 13Trice, Voiney T, 38 acre*, Dis 8 
'K3, D II 63, page 334, belongs
to Ida E. Robertson 8 13
Wooldridge, Joe, col, 1 lot In
Hopkinsville Dis 4, '86, '86,1)
B 69, page 247 18 56
Temporarily Embarrassed.
1A)tripwrci.g, Ky., September 9.-
J. O. Mattingly & Sons, being J. G.
and Bennett D. Mattingly', distillers,
are embarrassed, and have been com-
pelled te ask an extension on some
heavy debts. Their assetts are 3.500,
000, and liabilities little more than
half that amount. Their creditors
are maluly local banks, though one or
two banks in other citiee hold con-
siderable of their paper. Several
other whisky firms here are indors-
en.
WANTED HIM BAD.
Desperate AUesupts of a Mob to Lynch
a Double Murderer.
WICHITA, KAN., Sept. 9.-Robert
Snyder, who killed his wife and-mo-
ther-in-law in Eldorado, Kan., about
six weeks ago, and who was brought
to Wichita for safe keeping, was
taken back to Eldorado Saturday by
Sherifi Schram for trial before the
district court. The sheriff anticipa-
ted that a mob was waiting at the
depot, so he took great pains to cir-
cumvent their plans. He eluded the
crowd at the depot. The trial was
held ins court-room packed to suf-
focation with a mob of howling men
and boys. At 1 o'clock it became
known that a mob was organizing in
the streets for the purpose of lynch-
lag Snyder. The sheriff had sworn
in fifteen deputies in anticipation of
a riot. At a given signal Snyder,
accompanied by a deputy sheriff,
slipped out the back door of the
court-room, and placing his prisoner
in a buggy whipped his horse into a
seillop. Two of the mob grabbed the
bridle reins and were knocked down
by the sheriff's revolver. The mob
sprang into buggies and upon horses
and pursued the sheriff and prisoner
for four miles, but did not overtake
them. The sheriff reached Wichita
with his prisoner that night.
A DANGEROUS MAN AT LARGE.
A Lunatic Escapes From the Hospital
for the Insane at Nashville.
Al Reeves, the young cigarette con-
suming fiend, who murdered rather
Ashfield at Memphis last summer,
and was sent to the insane hospital
at Nashville, has escaped and is now
at large, probably to kill some other
good man when the spell 'comes on
him Reeves' personal appearance
is thus described in tne Avalanche:
"Reeves is a boyish-looking fel-
low, aged about 24 years. He has
light hair and light blue eyes, a
straight nose, good features, a frank
open countenance and large head.
"He is about five feet seven inches
high and weighs 150 pounds. He is
very powerful and sotive, but his
figure, though he is straight and well-
proportioned, does not force the im-
pression that he is an extraorNnarily
muscular man.
"He has good manners and a pleas-
ant voice, and will probably apply
for work as barkeeper or soda water
vendor. He smoked cigarettes In-
cessantly before his confinement and
afterwards when he could get them.
"The person who uesslartakes to ar-
rest Reeves had better be on his
guard and prepared fer a hard fight."
North Christian Note*.
CaoeTON, Sept., 8.-Mrs. Nannie
Barnes, of our vicinity, has been
very sick for the last week but we
are proud to say she is convalescing
slowly.
Brother Browder, the Methodist
minister, closed a series of meetings
here last Friday night. Rev. Brow-
der is a well-read man but has not a
very good delivery.
Some of the ancestors of Persim-
mon's roost have given Union Chapel
the name of Buzzard's roost.. We
think a great many of the carcasses
come from that neighborhood to be
devoured during our entertainments.
ti&i.x &ousel.
Art Department-South Kentucky
College.
To theme who wish to take lessons
in either Drawing or Painting we
give the assurance of superior tuition.
Mrs. A. C. Kuykendall will teach
three branches. She has had a large
and successful experience in the
work, and conies recommended very
highly. She has taught in some of
the best schools in Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and Alabama. She refers to
Prof. Cabell, of Potter College, Bowl-
ing Green, Ky., to Prof. J. B. Han-
cock, of Ward's School, Nashville,
Tenn., and to Athens College for
young Ladies, Athens, Ala. Terms
moderate and satisfaction guaran-
teed. JAMES E. &'onar.
Bailey, the six year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Waller, tiled at their
home on seventh street Monday
at 12:30 o'clock after. an Hines* of
several weeks, during which Ire suf-
fered time most intense pain. All
that medical science could do to al-
leviate his suffering was vain, and
death came as a sweet relief. The
funeral services were eonducted at
the Baptist church that evening af-
ter which the remains were taken to
the city cemetery for interment.
Tanner's abuse of his critics as
"whelps' prompts the Cinoinnati
Times-Star, a staunch Republican
sheet to remark: "The assumption
that no one is entitled to express an
opinion on pension re-rating unless
he served in the army is an insult to
nine-tenths of the American people,
and unworthy of any government of-
ficial with more brains than a hicko-
rynut."
40-
Near Clarksville, Friday, two to-
bacco barns and a stemming factory
belonging to Messrs. Walton and
Chiles Barker were destroyed by
fire. About 1,400 bushels of wheat
and rye and 35,000 pounds of tobacco,
besides some farming implements
were lost. The loss will reach $5,-
000, there being 00 insurance.
The contract for supplying the asy-
lum with beef for the ensuing year
has been awarded to i rithers & Ron,
they being the lowest idders. Their
bid was 34.90 per hundred pounds.
This is cheaper than it has ever been
supplied before and the margin for
profit is necessarily very small as the
contract calls for beef of the best
quality.
A True Tonic.
W'hen you don't feel well and hard-
ly know what ails you, give B. B. B.
Botanic Blood Balm' a trial. It is a
fine 
'alum. Charlotte, N. C,
writes . B. B. is a fine tonic, and
r toT .ofi:
has done me great good."
L. W. Thompson, Damascus, Ga.,
writes: "I believe B. B. B. is the best
blood purifier made. It has greatly
improved my general health."
An old gentleman writes: "B. B. B.
gives tie new life and new strength.
If there is anything that will make an
old man young, it is B. B. B."
P. A. Shepherd, Norfolk, Va., Au-
gust 103h, 1888, writes: "I depend on
B. B. B. for the preservation of my
health. I have had it in my family
now nearly two years, any in all that
time have not had to have a doctor."
Thos. Paulk, Alapaha, Ga., writes:
"I suffered terribly from dyspeppia.
The use of B. B. B. has wade me feel
like a new man. I would not take a
thousand dollars for the good it ham
done me."
W. M. Cheshire, Atlanta, Ga.,
writes: "1 had a long spell of typhoid
fever, which at last seemed to settle
In my right leg, which swelled tip
enormously. An ulcer also appeared
which discharged a cup full of feet-
ter a day. I then gave B. B. B. a
triel and it cured me."
Mr. R. M. Anderson is having his
handsome block of dwellings on 6th
street painted.
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[HE NEW ERA.
--P1711.181111D Be—
am Era Priatisig and Puimishing Co.
1160111Tallt W5OD, Preteident.
SI A TZAR.
corms NEW IRA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
sa•PHiBak111.1.IL KINTC cIL T.
ASV WPM N MAT 1151
II At task OW insertion, $ I Id
' oae wernth - - 3 00
tkree months - 500
" ex months - - 90
"' one year - - - 1900
Additional rates may be had by application
tM
sirrsaaaidiat advertisements musl to sold forts
demise.
Omegas ror yearly adverUsemeate will be col-
•-tsd imaineriy.
AM adeartIsersests Maenad vi chop I pecilled
amenW ae shamed for nail) ordered out.
• SISSISIMNIMONSII 111$ KIII/ISSOO Sad Doothr, mot or-
to wits. Ise lima, and seems at preaching pule
lbesed
▪ allosary Notices. S000lattotta Of itespect Juni
ether MmSln, sotiost Ire oasts per line
Friday, Sept. 13,1889.
REMEDY THE EVIL.
An important suit has been filed in
the Trigg circuit court, the result of
which is awaited with interest. Mrs.
Rhoda Carr, widow of the late J. M.
Carr, brings suit to recover from the
administrator and heirs one-half of
the estate left by him, and also a
widow's dower in some land sold
prior to his death. The petition al-
leges, says the Telephone, that the
plaintiff and J. M. Carr intermarried
In Steward comity, Tenn., in June,
1879, and that the parties lived to-
gether till September, 1887, when
the plaintiff returned to Stewart
county. On the Lith day of Novem-
ber, 1888, J. M. Carr tiled a petition
in the Trigg circuit court against her
for a divorce, alleging abandonment
and that she was a non-resident and
absent from the state, and made an
affidavit for a warning order, which
was issued on that date, and the cir-
cuit court clerk, as required by law,
appointed an attorney to represent
her. Depositions of witnesses were
afterwards taken proving the aban-
donment. At the February term,
1889, a divorce w as procured without
providing any alimony for his wife,
the plaintiff in the case. Since that
time,and within the last two months,
J. M. Carr died.
Mrs. Carr now tiles her peligislO for
an interest in her late husibaad's es-
tate, in which she alleges that the
divorce procured by her husband
was null and void without her knowl-
edge or consent, although she was
living within a few miles of her hus-
band, but in a different state.
The Telephone argues from this
the neocessity of a law requiring the
publication of a warning order in the
county paper, as is done in other
states.
A little less than two years ago the
NEW ERA strongly advocated the
passage of a legal advertising bill by
the legislature then in session, the
purport of which was to compel the
publication of all such orders, as well
as those for the sale of lands for debt,
etc. In this effort we had the co-op-
eration of almost the entire press of
the state; the present system was
clearly shown to be a rank farce, and
to work great injustice to the unfor-
tunate debtor, or defendant in a suit
In court. Despite all efforts the bill
failed to pass,or rather was so mutila-
ted by amendments as to make it ut-
terly worthless and ineffective.
The Trigg county case itself fur-
nishes evidence sufficient to damn
the system now authorized by our
laws, for, as the Telephone says,
here was a woman actually divorced
from the bonds of martrimony with-
out any knowledge of a snit pending,
whereby: she was deprived of all in-
terest in her husband's personal and
real mist., though living, as it were,
within a stone's throw of her bus-
band, and within twenty-five miles
of the court that divorced her.
The next legislature should reme-
dy this evil. A law should be enact-
ed which would give justice to all,
and this justice can never be had so
lo..g as the plan of issuing orders and
sticking up notices on bill boards,
to be blown.down by the first wind or
torn off by the first passer,is pursued.
Ir Pennsylvania Democrats for-
sake him, where can Mr. Randall
find support in the party? The.state
convention which has just nomina-
ted a candidate for treasurer adopted
a platform favoring tariff reform.
It demands the admission of free
raw materials and denounces trusts
as dangerous to the best interests of
the people.
THE Hopkinsville mosquito is no
slouch, but the palm is yielded to the
Jeffersonville insect, one of which
bit John McClelland yesterday,
throwing him into convulsions and
latterly paralysis. He cannot live.
A ritohnierms convention will be
held in New York at an early date
for the purpose of organizing for the
next campaign. They are a plucky
set, and as long as the water supply
holds out will continue to fight.
Ma. THOMAS 0. SHEARMAN takes
up a great deal of space in the. Sep-
tember Forum trying to tell "'Who
Owns the Country." That question
is easy of answer: The G. A. R., of
course, for they "fit, bled and died"
for it, and now propose to take it.
THE venerable widow of ex-Presi-
dent Polk celebrated the 86th aniver-
eery of her birth at her home in
Nashville on Wednesday last. She
is in good health and her mind is yet
bright and clear.
THE white chapel fiend has added
another to the long list of his vic-
tims,. "A cordon of police instantly
surrounded thillispoe," of course, after
the dissecter had been away some
hours.
IF the report be true that Grover
Cleveland will take the stiimp and
make a few speeches in Ohio during
the campaign this year Foraker will
have a hard row to hoe.
RIDDLEBEIWER has taken the
stump in Virginia for the whole
Democratic ticket. In the name of
Heaven what has the party in Vir-
ginia done to him!
A ST Louis man "monkeyed with
a buzz-saw" yesterday with the
usual result. He was in excellent
shape to make into sandwiches when
It got through with him.
MI88 CATHOR1NE Asitzwax, of
Chicago, eloped with and married
Theodore Soueeo Tomagawa the other
day. It takes a brave woman to
tackle a name like that.
Mosev in abundance and colored
voters in large supplies will be sent
into Virginia this year to keep Ma-
hone out of the hole.
THE Louisville Times wants Sulli-
van seat to the senate instead of the
house, to see who will pull his ear.
CANADA'S debt is p34,000,000 and
rapidly increasing. We always were
opposed to annexing Canada.
Mianovat • is about to lose one of
her most prominent citizens—Bob
Younger is dying.
Now listen for the G. A. R., howl!
Tun Courier-Journal gives the fol-
lowing facts, startling but true,
which carry with them their own
moral. "In 1873, the number of in-
valid pensioners was 99,508; at the
close of the fiscal year 1sS8, the num-
ber was 32:1,620. These figures do not
represent the actual number borne on
the rolls, which is 452,557—the extra
hundred and twenty-five thousand
drawing pay from the government
for other causes than injuries receiv-
ed in the army. Since the close of
the war, the annual pensiou appro-
priation has grown from $10,000,000
to—well, the coming congress will be
asked to make the appropriation
$115,000,000. At this rate, in ten
years from now the annual appropri-
ation will be $250,000,000. We boast
of our freedom from the burden of a
standing army, but if this is to con-
tinue we shall soon be paying enough
in pensions to support the priucipal
standing armies of Europe."
AT 8:33 o'clock Tuesday evening
life passed from the body of one of
those men whom the world can Ill
afford to spare—Samuel Sullivan
Cox. A politician, a statesman, an
author, an orator and a poet, in each
capacity he has been a success. As a
defender of Democratic principles,
as a keen debater on all subjects, 88
a party leader he had few equals; as
a scholar he was ripe, as a maulmost
lovable. The south has reason to
mourn for him, for his pen and
tougne have dealt mighty blows in
her behalf; the Democratic party
has reason for sorrow, for he has al-
ways been foremost in its advocacy;
the whole people should bow in sad-
ness, for he has always championed
their rights. Another like him is
not ,
TH E Cincinnati Enquirer says: Our
beloved postmaster general does not
permit polities to interfere with busi-
ness'. Bids were invited some time
ago for the uniforms of the Cincin-
nati mail carriers. Many of our
local leading furnishers went into the
competition. The lowest Cincinnati
bid was $29.05 per uniform. But
Wanamaker & Brown, of Philadel-
phia, got the contract at $29. Of
course John did not have any tip to
knock off that five cents.
THE rumor that Corp. Tanner will
be forced to resign through the efforts
of Congressman Flood, of Elmira, is
gaining credence. The president can
hardly stand the pressure that will
be brought to bear, for the Republi-
cans cannot afford to lose a member
now.The:corporal under estimates the
power of the New Yorker. He should
beware of that Flood. It may prove
as disastrous to his aspirations as the
Conemaugh did to Johnstown.
IN his address to the Association of
Confederate Veterans, Governor John
B. Gordon, of Georgia, said that "the
honor of the American republic, the
just powers of the Federal govern-
ment, the equal rights of the states,
the integrity of a constitutional un-
ion, the law and the enforcement of
order have uo class of defenders
more true and devoted than ex-
soldiers of the south and their worthy
descendants."
Mulcts' Hat-Treat) is a great edi-
tor, but he will not be a senator; he
has too many bitter enemies. As he
was defeated for the German mis-
sion, so will he be defeated for the
Ohio senatorship. The Logans are
not the only prominent and power-
ful Republicans who will make war
on him if he persists in the contest.
He should stick to his trade of tra-
ducing the south.
By the death of Sam Graves Ken-
tucky has lost one of its best jour-
nalists. He was well known and
loved in this city, and it is in a tone
of sorrow that the people speak of
his death. Since his connection with
the Lebanon Standard and Times
that paper has taken on new life, and
its pages teemed with the brightness
of his mind.
TANNER says he will not resign;
that if the administration wants him
to go, the president will have to kick
him out. Of course he will, and re-
ally we know of no man who de-
serves that kicking more. We trust
the president will put on a No. 10
when be undertakes the ejection.
Prince Russell Harrison thinks the
American Press has misrepresented
him and says he wears the same
number of hat as when he left. As
mild a thing as can be said of him is
that he is an unmitigated ass, and we
decline to believe that the press
could misrepresent him.
THE explosion of dynamite in a
factory at Antwerp was the most dis-
astrous ever known. The estimate of
the number of people killed varies,
but it is thought that at least 300
have died, while probably 500 are se-
riously injured.
THE demand of Gov. Ames for free
raw material for his factories is cre-
ating something of a stir in protection
circles, where:he has been a leading
light. Tariff reform is growing in
strength, as the people are educated.
THE Congress of American Na-
tions to meet in Washington in Oc-
tober is attracting much attention in
Europe. Germany, France, and Aus-
tria recognize it as dangerous to their
commercial interests.
JOHN L. SULLIVAN'S speech to the
Mississippi court proves that he has
the qualities of a great congressman.
His effort lasted just thirty-eight
seconds.
THERE are combines and com-
bines in the race for the county
clerkship of Daviess county, but
jolly Josh Griffith seems to have the
pull.
Manuel; and Tanner are both
great lavers of Emerson. It WM he
who said: "To be great is to be mis-
understood," or words to that effect
BY the way, is Hopkinsville and
Christian county to have a finger in
that 0. V. pie? If Ito, we would like
to know something about it.
THE resignation of Commissioner
Tanner has been received by the
president; therefore let us all rejoice.
As a surplus smasher Tanner was
too much for even a Republican ad-
ministration, therefore lie had to go.
Tuk Kansas dude who eloped with
a laundry girl evidently had an eye
to business.
Tanner is not a "biger" man than
the president.
There was a terrible epidemic of
dysentery and bloody flux in Pope
('ounty, Illinois, last summer. As
many as five deaths occurred in one
day. Metiers. Walter Brothers, ef
Waltermburg, sold over 380 bottles of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrio.ea Remedy during this epi-
demic and say they never heard of
It's falling in any case when the di-
rections were followel. It was the
only medicine used that did cure the
worst cases. Many persons were
cured by it after the doctors had
given them up. 25 and 50 cent bot-
tles for sale by H. B. Garner.
se, 
The skirmish drill by the Latham
Light Guards in Sharp's field yester-
day was witnessed by a large crowd.
The boys acquitted themselves re-
markably well and came from the
bloodless field covered all over with
"dust and glory."
SAM GRAVES DEAD.
A Pore Spirit and a Bright Mind Re-
leased irons Life's 1 hraldom.
A Very Brief ilinea. 13:tels a Career of
Brilliant Promise's -
Regret Fil1,4 the hearts of
His Friends.
The many [Hen& of Sam Graves
will regret to learn of his death,
which oecurrsd in Lebanon Mon-
day morning, of blood poisoning, af-
ter an illness of only three days. Of
him the Louisville Times says:
The deceased was born near Hop-
eintiville in Christian county, and
was in his thirty-seventh year. The
remains were buried Wednesday
morning with Masonic honors.
If Charles Lamb were living at this
day he would have recognized in
Samuel Graves a kindred spirit. The
latter had many qualities of mind
and heart in common with the au-
thor of "Ella." He was as gentle
and as timid, his humor Was of the
same subtle quality and helhad much
of the same rare insight into the
beauty and tenderness of daily life.
He came to this city in 1878 or 1879.
He had practiced law at Hopkins-
vie, and had been the partner of the
Hon. John Feland, now collector of
the second district. When he came
here he took an office with Col. Thos.
It. Fairleigh, where he remained
until 1854, when he begun newspa-
per work. His law practice, though
not extensive, WWI good, and he dis-
played unusual ability in his pro-
fession. He was a student and a
thinker and few lawyers were so well
informed both in text books and the
theory of the law. He had received
his professional education at Tran-
sylvania University, and this had
been laid upon the foundations of a
broad collegiate training. He was
hikhly educated and well read in the
classics. He was a Latin scholar of
ability, and he spoke and wrote
French fluently and correctly.
As a lawyer, Mr. Graves is best re-
membered here for a brilliant speech
he made in the celebrated Carrico
murder case. He was associated
with Col. Fairleigh in the defense of
Dick Carrico, who had killed two
men at a ball in the county. Mr.
Graves' plea for his client was a re-
markably good one, and delivered
with telling effect. Carrico got off
with a two-years' sentence.
When his clients had dropped off
asd his property had been lost in nu-
pr fitable• investments, the young
lawyer turned to journalism 88 a
means of livelihood. His first expe-
rience in newspaper work was occas-
ional correspondent of the New
York World. When the Times was
founded he sought emplayment upon
the local staff, and was temporarily
employed as court reporter. There
was never a better. Though with-
out practical reportorial training, he
knew what to write and how to write.
He was always conscientious in his
labors, and he never spared pains or
time to obtain accurate information.
Ile did many notable pieces of work,
and his account of the trial of Kaelin,
the wife-murderer, was one of the
best pieces of reporting ever done in
Louisville. He excelled as a descrips
tive writer, and there was a fine flav-
or of humor in much of his work that
was peculiarly enjoyable. A series
of local articles upon the Signal Ser-
vice weather reports, about three
years ago, that will be recalled by
most readers of the Courier-Journal,
were good examples of his style. His
language was always pure and well
chosen; he loathed slang, and never
used it: but he was not pedantic. He
understood the rare virtue of conden-
sation, and practiced it so constantly
that no city editor was ever required
to tell him to cut an ;article; yet be
always gave due importance to new.
matter.
Mr. Graves, after he left the Cour-
ier-Journal, became editor of the
Sunday Argus. When he left it he
went upon the Standard and Times,
and after being its editor for some
months, purchased the paper in con-
junction with Mr. C. M. Philips. He
has had editorial control ever since.
Mr. Graves lacked but one thing to
reach the highest success in either
law or journalism—aggressiveness.
He was a remarkably diffident man,
and it cost him an effort even to go
into the court house, no matter how
urgent his business. This shyness
was never displayed in conversation
with intimate friends, and he was a
gifted talker, but it was known to all
his associates. His reserve grew up-
on him with his years, and to over-
come it he resorted to stimulants
with the usual fatal result. He was
of too gentle a nature to indulge in
drunken escapades, and he avoided
barrooms, but the habit of intoxica-
tion grew upon him and it lost him
fortune and business. It nev-
er lost him his friends, and
they were as true to him as he was to
every man with whoni he ever had
dealings. Truly he was to be pitied
and not to be blamed for the perni-
cious habit. It seldom interfered
with his journalistic work.
Mr. Graves was a Master Mason in
good standing, and WM Junior Dea-
con of the State Grand Lodge for one
year, besides holding other honorable
positions in that distinguished body.
He was snaffled to Miss McCarroll,
and the union was a happy and con-
genial one. They had two children,
but one died in infancy. The other,
Otho, a bright and handeome boy
with his father's winsome manner
and quick intellect, survives to cheer
his widowed mother. Mr. Otho
Graves,. of the Farmers' Tobacco
Warehouse, of this city, the brother
of the deceased, was summoned tO
Lebanon by this morning the sad in-
telligence of the unexpected death,
The deceased came of an excellent
Christian county family and inherit-
ed a considerable fortune, all of
which he lost sonic years ago.
Deafness Can't he Cured
by local application, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lin-
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube gets Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, Deaf-
ness is the result, and unless the in-
llionation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an in-
flamed condition of the mucus sur-
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness, (caused by
catarrh,) that we cannot cure by tak-
ing Hall's Catarrh ('ure. Send for
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY Co., Toledo, 0.
Owensboro Inquirer: Still the ape
?ointments continue to dribble in.
The following store-keepers and
gaugers have been appointed for this
district: Store-keepers—Clarence W.
Marks, W. G. Smith, Geo. S. Page
and John A. Tully. Gaugers—Wm.
(I. Hunt and John E. Meacham
Store
-keepers and gaugers—Noble M.
Ashley, R. L. Davie, Wm. H. Lewis
and Jas. M. Tyler.
Our list of premiums will be large
and valuable. Renew your eubscrip-
LAFAYETTE. KY,
News Notes and Personale Front south
Christian.
LAFAYETTE, KY., Sept. 9.—W. D.
Cooper has gone to Texas to make or
try his fortune. We wish Willie sue-
cesse, for he is cur friend.
J. G. Cooper will leave next week
for Clarksville, Tenn., where he will
sell dry , goods. His employer has
made a good selection.
C. B. Fraser has accepted a position
with R. J. Cooper, dry goods mer-
chant of this place.
('. J. Northington was elected
to till a vacancy in the board of
trustees of Lafayette.
E. F. Dawson, of Pee Dee, Was here
Saturday. Fenton says he will be
back to school in a few (lays.
\V. G. Pillow, of Russellville, got
back to school this morn lug.
Mr. Joe Whitfield, of Erin, Tenu.,
was in town Sunday.
Rev. T. C. Peters is engaged in a
protracted meeting at Herndon.
Mr. Jesse Story and wife, of Trigg.
county, were the guests of Mrs.
Mosely Sunday. Mr. Story is a very
enthusiastic wheeler or farmer alli-
ance man.
There will be a wheeler barbecue
and speaking at Pee Dee next Satur-
day, the 14th of September.
Mr. T. H. Elliott and Miss Emma
Tuck went to Nashville, Tenu., to at-
tend the funeral of Mr. D. G. Tuck.
Master Mack Purcell, one of the
pupils of Lafayette High School,
has been very sick for a week but is
now better.
Mrs. Mary Rives was quite sick for
several days but is better.
Mr. W. E. Lacy and little daughter,
Annie, are both on the sick list this
week.
Col. \V. W. Anglen, who was struck
with paralysis some time mince, is no
better.
J. S. Ragsdale'e friends are glad he
is a candidate for clerk. Lafayette is
Jim's home and will stick to her sou.
Enos.
BAINBRIDGE NOTES.
Threatened With Blindness—People
Siek—Prospectors Returned—Can-
didate for Jailer.
The tobacco worm whose name is
legion,, has the undivided attention
of the farmer at present.
Mr. Jas. Nichols is lying very low
with consumption.
The wife of our most esteemed fel-
low-citizen, Mr. Gate Hale is, threat-
ened with total blindness.
Mrs. John 1"Pool is very sick, not
expected to live.
Mr. Gus Calameee, of Union coun-
ty, has been spending some • time
among the friends and acquaintances
of his youthful days.He made a roue-
ing"wheeler" speech at Mt. Carmel,
during the time he was here.
Mr. G. C. Blades and family, who
moved to Missouri last spring, have
returned, not well pleased with that
country as regards health.
Messrs. Rogers and Wood, have re-
turned from "Pau Handle," Texas,
where they had been on a prospect-
ing tour. They were delighted with
the country.
It is reported that Dr. Lindsay has
rented the McLarnore place, and will
move: to it shortly.
The Rev. W. L Burchett will
preach at Bethlehem on the 5th Sun-
(ivy of this month. He formerly had
charge of Crofton circuit, and was
universally liked.
The district teachers' association
will meet at Mt. Carmel on Saturday,
(day and night session; Sept. 14th.
Everybody invited.
We learn that Mr. J. D. Good, of
Bainbridge:precinct, proposes to offer
himself as a candidate for the office
of jailer at the coming election. Mr.
Good has the esteem and respect of
the people of this section and should
he receive the nomination of the
Democracy and be elected, it is our
opinion he would fill the position
with credit to himself and honor to
his party.
Wheelerism is still "booming" as
lively as ever in our section, and the
time is not far distant when its in-
fluence will be felt in Christian
cpunty. Keep a '-stiff upper lip,"
wheelers, and help her boom.
The Rev. L. W. Browder preached
his farewell sermon at Mt. Carmel
on the first Sunday of this month.
DE Bow.
Famous Women.
It is a significent fact that most of
the women who have achieved fame
In art, literature, or "affairs," have
enjoyed vigorous health. This shows
that the mind is never callable of the
severe and continued application
necessary to creative work, unless
the body is at its best. The woman
who aspires to fill an exalted place
among her associates, must be free
from nervous debility and female
weakness. Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Proscription will banish these, and
It is warranted to restore those func-
tional harmonies which are indispen-
sable to health. As a specific for all
those chronic weaknesses and ail-
ments peculiar to women, it is une-
qualed.
Remember our big gift distribu-
tion. Pay $1.00 and get the best pa-
per published in the state for the
money.
Marriage License,
John White to Willie Underwood.
John Holmes to Mary Juckett.
coLoiteo.
S. R. Driver to Rosa Harrell.
Startling Evidence.
Of the Cure of skin Diseases 11 hen all
Other Methods Fall.
Psoriasis 5 years, covering face
head, and entire body with whit;
scabs. Skin red, itchy, and bleed-
ing. Hair all gone. Spent hun-
dreds of dollars Pronounced is-
curable. ‘ured by Cuticura Rem-
edies.
My disem firse (psoriasis) t broke out on
my left cheek, spreading across my mew, and
mimed covering my face. It ran Into my
eyes, and the physician was afraid I wouldlone my eyesight altogether. It spread allliver lily head, and my hair all fell out, until
I was entirely bald-headed; it then broke
out on noy arms and shoulders, until my
arms were Mat one mire. It covered my en-tire body, my fare, head, and shoulders being
the worst. The white wale fell constantly
from my head, shoulders, and arms; the skin
would thicken and be red and very ichy, and
would crack and bleed if scratched. After
spending many hundreds of dollars, I was
pronounced incurable. I heard of the Curl-
er e• REMEDIES, and after using two bottles
CCTICIAIA RESOLVENT, I could see a change;
and after I had taken four bottles, I was al-
moat cured; and when I had used six bottles
of CrTIeURA RESOLVENT and one box of
CrTICUR•, and one cake of C UTIc USA So A I.,
I was cured of the dreadful disease frona
which I had suffered for five years. I thought
the disease would leave a very deep scar, but
the CUTICIUA RDISM cured it without
any scars. I cannot express with. pen what
I suffered before using ;the l'uviceits
Item em. They caved my life, and Ifeel it my duty to recommend them.
My hair is restored am good as ever,
and so is my eyesight. 1 know of a
number of different persons who have used
the 421:7TICI'llA Rill EDI as, and all have re-
ceived great benefit froni their use.
MM. RONA KELLY,
Rockwell City, Calhoun Co., Iowa.
C• 
utAcura Remedies
Cures every species of torturing humiliating
Itching, burning, scaly and dimply dimmer
of the skin, scalp and blood, with loss of hair
and all humors, blotches, eruptions, sores,
scales, and crusts, whether simple, scrofulous •
or colitagious. when physicians and all
known remedies fall.
Mold everywhere. Price, CI:Tier s*, JO;
Kodir. RISoLV ENT, $1. Prepared by the
POTTER Demi AND ClIZMICAL CoEPORA-
TIon, Boston.
Send for "How to Cure Skin Diseases," 64
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
Pim PLES, blackheads, red, rough, chappedImand oily skin prevented by CUTIeellA
SOAP.
Alt Bark ache, kidney pains weal--nese, rheuniashon. and muscularpains HELIY% SD IN oNIC MINCTSby the Curer ice ANTI-Pete
PLASTIII, the first and only Instantaneous
IT STOPS THE PAIN.
TIME'S WORK.
An Exemplification of the Old Saying
That the Course of True Love
Never Runs Smooth.
A correspondent writes the follow-
lug rather unusual account of the
fortunes of two people living in this
section:
E. C. Keel was married to Lucy
Walker in the year 1846 In the state
of Tennessee. Lucy was a beautiful
young lady, loved by all her neigh-
bors, and was noted for her industry
and purity. They lived together un-
till about twelve years ago, having
raised four children, two girls and
two boys, who grew up and married.
The two old people thus left alone,
were very lonely indeed and con-
cluded to take one Miss Mary Once
to live with them. From some cause
a separation took place between said
Keel and wife and a divorce was ob-
tained by the wife from her husband.
Mr. Keel and Miss Wier went to
Kentucky and were married and
lived together as man and wife for
twelve years, but from some alleged
bad conduct ou her part they sepa-
rated about twelye months ego.
Mrs. Keel, the former wife, re-
mained unmarried all the time, living
with her children, leading& virtuous
life yet a sad one, always claiming
that she loved her husband and that If
he would leave that other wife and
get a divorce that she would yet
marry him. When he and hie wife,
Mary, separated he got a divorce from
her and visited hie native state and
his children where he saw his former
wife and the former love, if ever lost,
was revived and all engagements
made. He then returned to Ken-
tucky where he has been living for
twelve or thirteen years and when
the day arrived for the nuptials to be
solemnized he came promptly and I
solemized the rites of matrimony be-
tween them on this, the 9th day of
September, 1889, having married
forty-three years ago and after living
apart twelve years joined again,
promising to live together till God
shall separate film, they have my
well-wishes and prayers that they
may spend the remainder of life hap-
pily. J. I. J. ADAms.
MISSIONARY MEETING.
Pr(bgoatn of the Sixth Oircle--The Ses-
sion to be Held at Olivet,
September 2t4-0.
The Sixth Missionary Circle- st ill
hold its next meeting at Olivet, Sep-
tember IZtli and 29th. The following
subjects will be discussed:
1. Biography of Wm. Cary, J. T.
Barrow.
2. Kentucky Men and Women who
have gone to the Foreign Field, es-
say by Dr. B. F. Eager.
3 Japan as a Mission Field, S. P.
Forgy.
4. A Prosperous Church, J. G.
Kendall.
5. How may we Bring Young
Church Members Into full Sympa-
thy with our Church Work, J. F.
Garnett.
6. Tbe Christian in his Family,
Winston Henry.
7. Buried Talent in our Churchee,
J. D. Clardy. -
S. Sermon, A. W. Meacham.
We hope to meet large delegations
from the churches. All friends of
missions are cordially invited to at-
tend and participate in the discuss-
ions. J. D. ('LARDY, V. P.
Newetead, Ky., Sept. 9th, 1889.
A Tale of Fortune Achieved by tiering.
Ticket No. 87,83.5 drew the First
Capital Prize of $300,000 in the 2'31st
Grand drawing, August 13th, 1889, in
the Louisiana State Lottery. It was,
sold in fractional parts of twentieths
at $1.00 each sent to M. A. Dauphin,
New Orleans, La. -Two to a deposi-
tor Union National Bank, New Or-
leans, La.: two to Chas. Meinhardt,
St. Louis, Mo., through the Frank-
lin Bank of St. Louis; two to Juo.
W. O'Neal and P. 0. Winterley,
through First Nat'l Bank of Corsi-
cana, Tex.; one to Mrs. Florence M.
Roche, care of J. B. Fernandez, Sa-
vannah, Ga.; one to Merchants Na-
tional Bank of Savannah, Gs.; one
to Lafayette Bank of St. Louis, Mo.;
one to Fourth National Bank of St.
Louis, Mo.; two to Anglo-Californian
Bank, San Francisco, Cal., etc., etc.
Ticket No. b5,332 drew the Second
Capital Prize of $100,000, also sold in
fractional twentieths at $1.00 each,
two to Jas. H. Raymond dt Co., Aus-
tin, Tex; two to J. E. St. Amend,
Gundeyson, Mont.; two to Alexan-
der County National Bank of Cairo,
Ill.; one to the l'eople's National
Bank of Mobile, Ala.; one to First
National Bank of Mobile, Ala.; one
to a party in Baltimore, Md., collec-
ted through the U. 8. Express Co.;
one to a correspondent at Havana,
Cuba, through 1. Esteva, 5 Canal St.,
New Orleans, La., etc., etc. Ticket
No. 75,353 drew the Third Capital
l'rize of $50,000, also sold in fraction-
al parts; two to a depositor New Or-
leans Nat'l Bank, New Orleans, La.;
one to the Traders' National Bank of
Ft. Worth, Tex.; one to Merchants'
National Bank of Ft. Worth, Tex.;
one to A. E. Morales, 15 Obispo St.,
Havana, Cuba; one to Aug. Kelt-
myer, 6th and Franklin Ayes., St.
Louis, Mo., one to H. B. Cohen, 357
Second Ave., New York City; one to
Amelia Parteuheinier, 910 Monroe
St., St. Louis, Mo.; one to Fred
Greenwood. Norfolk, Va.; one to
Chas. Weissleder, 802 Ninth Ave.,
New York City; one to 0. W. Denby,
Norfolk, Va., etc. The 23.3d Grand
Drawing will take place at New Or-
leans, La., on Tuesday, Oct. 15th,
1889, of which full information will
be given by M. A. Dauphin, New Or-
leans, La., on application.
410.
The Eddyville Gazette says: The
work on the penitentiary is progres-
sing rapidly, Messrs. Jordan et Clark
having about completed the third
and last cell house, the brick and
stone work of the shop up to the third
story, and have laid the foundation
for the hospital. The contractors for
heating and ventilating the build-
ings are at work putting in the pipes
and machinery.
Economy and strength are peculiar
to Hood's Sarsaparilla, the only med-
icine of which "100 Doses One Dollar"
is true.
The NEW ERA will give away, one
$60.00 two-horse wagon, one fine
buggy, and many other valuable
presents this fall. Renew your sub-
scription and get a chance.
41.
During a fight in Mayfield J. R.
Crutchfield was struck in the head
by a weight thrown by John Theo-
bald, and probably fatally injured.
-Z24.\C•Q•
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The Cht#4 Reason for the marvelloes see-
tees of Hood's Sarsaparilla is found in th• feet
that this medicine actually accomplishe• all
that le claimed for it. Its red merit has no.
for Hood's lioriaparIllo
a popularity and sale
greater than that of any other blood purifier.
It care. Scrofula, all Humors. Ityspoyela. eta.
Prepared may by V.1. Reed I Co., Lowell, Maas
Merit Wins
•
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cie., • and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Meow Fats is Restore 0
nsie ti its Y ddhf il Color.
•nt.1,1odrol and hair fa**
SENSIBLE TALK.
Foolish Extravagance of Young Socie-
ty Men Inveighed Against.
The Clarksville Progress notes
some irregularities among society
people that might be very promptly
remedied. For instance, it says, the
foolish and extravagant habit that
young men have of hiring a $2 hack
for every entertainment given in the
city Is right down folly, when their
girl walks all over the city during the
day, rain or shine, and never once
thinking of a conveyance. From a
business point of view there are very
few $25 per month boys who can af-
ford such extravagance, and the .
young lady that is truly sensible will
not allow it. The society maiden 1
that is too delicate and frail to walk
two blocks to an entertainment Centaur Liniment is the most wonderftal Pain-Curer
should be kept at home with her '
mother and given something for her
constitution.
Children
FOR 
astoria
SWIFT'S 6PRCIPIC is a simple verwasie coal.
pour d prepared from routs (rush from the forest&
formnla ass obtained from the Creek Indians.
It his been used since Ida, sad Ms been the great.
eel blessing to Mankind in caring diseases at the
blood, in may beamed after all other rieoodlesb:.d filled: If you have or ha' had any bloodtreuh'e, do not fail to send for Trestles On RIOINI
and Skin Diseaaes, mailed free.
Tim Bleier Sescrric Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta. Ca
the world has ever known.
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OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital • - - • - $10,000,000
Assets in the United States - 4,444,774
The Royal Insurance Company has the largest fire
surplus of any company in the world.
Reliable agents at all desirable points throughout the
South.
BARBEE & CASTLE1111, flamers.
General Office 504 Mein Street, Louieville,
WALTER F. GARNETT, Resident Agent, Hepkinsville, Ky.
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5,0. BUCK:KIM, JAS. D HAYS.
BUCKNER & HAYS'
Real Estate.
Insurance and
Collecting Agency,
Next Door to From Entrance of
Court House,
Hopkinsville • -
CITY PROPERTY FOR BALE. my
Cheap lots near R, R. water task.
The Ice house property on 7th street net
Princeton bridge. Will sell as a whole or In
Iota.
vTerywochooeattag .Jo. up es and lots on Avenue.
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street
will be divided Into 4 or more Iota.
One Of the finest residences ID the city, large
lot, Muse of eight rooms, all out-buildings,
fruit and shade trees, on wee side Walnut
street Terms easy and prior low.
One of the mpg desirable residences on met
7tht.strelecags,ettt, 
Price 
t, I itice sslie .ye,y4 room house,"bu
One of the largest and beet appointed resi-
dences on Routh Main street, with about 1 bk
acre lot, ate bargain.
IMMS reom house and sal out bu.5dina,
cistern ant large lot, all in splendid re r,
worth Boo We offer for maw. $11ttiallad on
NviroZatrilSiltreelmn ghtraliCoustat a&nd 4"11111. 6.1-411kftlith
Dwelling. More home d it. corner 2nd
and L.Merty streets—at a bargain.
The line 54. Levi' lot on Ninth street,
110a186 feet, can be divided soaa4L, makeS Rood
business lots.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
°aloe very cheap.
Your room bowie and outliaRdiags nearly
new, with one of the fi pentads on south Main
street. A bargain.
Hain street, one of which is well improved
Three 'wry desirable residers's,* beta a south
OT
Ire
284 acre (arm, with IAA dire1Trns
good improwernenta, between Cox Mill road
and Cantos sits. Oaly milestrost dty.
140 acres lanst each side Cox Mill road, near
city limits
The old Pryor Fears farm of MI acres, 1
awes Derta-east of city, improved and well
watered, at a bargale.
00 acre farm, woll Improved, of a mile
north of Pembroke.
183 acre farm, finely Improved with splen-
did custom mart miles from Pembroke,
will sell at •
Fine farm of 240 acres, adjoining Cerulean
Springs tract and extending to depot. Farm
well improved. with 180 acres under good
fence, with plenty or good timber and water.
4 room house, two team:testa, been, stable
and orchard, blood for wheat. tobacco or
stock farm and at a bargain.
2619 acre farm at Friendship, Cald-
well county, with 10 room house and
all other necessary improvements.
ill acre farm DOW Garrettaberg. Lend
eret-eiase and farm well Unproved. Every-
thing in good order. Price. ST/.5001 one-third
cash, balance 1 and 2 years aSS per cent.
880 sere farm on Tobeetio road, between
Pembroke and Barker's Mill, well Improved
and well watered Will divide into two
farms, He and 900 acres, giving dwellings on
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 scree with dwellihg, barn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 miles east from city, and
three miles from Furguson's Store for WO.
The finest little term. in acres', well Im-
proved, on I. A. & T. Railroad, between Oak
Grove and Douglass Station, in Chriatilan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling of 5 rooms, tobacco
barn, and eon equal to any in (be Co.
HO acre term known as the Reuben Bollin-
ger place. 2 miles from Pembroke. One of
the best improved farms in the county and
land very fine. A bargain offered in this
property.
FOR RENT.—Cottage en Jesup
Ave. $8 per month.
The D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, one of the
finest in South Christian. Has every mecca-
Nary substantial improvement including or-
chard (one mile from Elmo and only three
miles from Railroad Depot. To be sold for
division.
Bllckiier&llays
FARM FOR SALE!
On Thunder Sept Rh, IMO at eleven o'clock
we wills* emeuton of the will of Dr. J
Bell offer for sale at his late residence near
Douglas station, One-half of his plane con-
taining Erti acres of land. Also two other
tracts of land of 22 and II serve. For further
Information, address
C. D. SZLL,Lell, Ky.
W I PISTON HENRY, Casty.
Bauer Linn' Feed & SaleStable
South Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky_
7. 2.4. liCrPIC=C1.7113. 'Prop's.
Buggies, Hacks, Driving and Saddle Hor
always ready. Horses and Males bought and
sold. A commodious stock pen attached.
Teems and drivers furnished to commercial
travelers arid others at any Um*. Proves*(dell lauds for sale at Batt dr IsBalk.
HOES SHOES & BOOTS DOES
“THE RELIABLE"
CLOTHING AND SHOE COMPANY
Carry the largest and best selected stock of Boots and Shoes. Their fall stock of Mena' Shoes
and Boots, ladies' Shoes of all kinds, Misses and childrens Button and lace Fine Shoes,
SCHOOL SHOES, Spring Heels, and Heeled, Iron Clad are warranted
DON' FORGET THE PLACE!
M. FRANKEL'S SONS.
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The common Lot.
There is • place no love can reach,
There is a time no volee ean teach,
There la • chain no power can break.
There la a sleep no sound can wake.
Sooner or later that time will ar-
rive, that place will wait for your
coming, that chain must bind you in
helpless death, that sleep must fall
en your senses. But thousands
every yearfel untimely to their fate,
ahd tfeisainde more lengthen out
their di4e bs heedful, timely care.
For 01a/rifling strength, the weaken-
ing organs, tlie wasting blood, Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is
a wonderful restorative and a pro-
longer of strength and life. It puri-
fiers the blood and invigorates the sys-
tem, thereby fortifying it against ilie-
-epees-
ease. Of druggists.
Minedonary Work.
Not being well, I stall be unable to
arrange for a regular el'ircle Meeting
at the elmie of this month. I beg to
suggest to the pastor of the churches
composing No. 7 afid 8 something
that may be better. Let the pastors
at the first meeting in October call
special attention to the:Importance of
regular missionary collections from
all the members, through a commit-
tee of their own appointment. Let
each church try to raise the amount
apportiougsi te it or determine such
amount ail itead and Will raise. Let
them repoist messenger* to attend
next Circle Meeting-the place and
program will be given in due time.
The churches embraced in oqr work
are : Hopk Jose ille, Concord , M t.
*ear, West Mt. Zoar, Sinking Fork,
New Barren Springs, New Pleasant
Hill, Ebenezer, North Liberty, Oak
Grove No 2., Mt. Tabor and Pleaeant
Hill. Sorry that for several months
I have not been able to do my usual
traveling work. J. W. RUST,
Vice-Prest.
•
A New Wrinkle,
The Inquirer says: "The Louis-
ville and Nashville has just received
Abolnumber of new plaeards to be post-at all ticket offices, advising all
proems; to boy tiekets before getting
on trains, as they will thereby save
money. The company has adopted a
rule in the came of persons who pay
their fares on the trains, that virtual-
ly destroys the old state of affairs,
under which conductors were sup-
posed to eejoy certain advantageous
prerogati Yes.
Now when the paseenger pays his
fare to the conductor, the latter gives
him • little card out of a coupon hook
which he carries. The passenger
',eye four' cents per mile instead of
three cents; and on presenting his
card or coupon at his destination to
the ticket agent, the extra cent per
•
T E NEW ER A .1 Wendt g °cutting..
-PUBLIBRID ST-
tiro Ere Printing and Publistung Co.
el IL TZAR.
entered at tne Postpile* la Hopkinaville aa
secoail clam natter.
Friday Sept. 13, 1889.
To Subscribers.
Recently we have
droppcd from our
weekiy subscription
list a number of sub-
scribers whose time ac-
cording to our books,
has expired. This is a
rule strictly adhered
to. Please look on the
margin of your paper
aLid see when your
4 
time is out and come
up and renew at $1 per
y eAr with ticket in
drawing. Persons see-
ing this notice who do
not WOW get the paper
regularly, will pleaze
look up their receipts
or on- the margin of
Momday t he city....
Jo Steil has gone east in the inter-
est of Mr. A. A. Metz.
Miss Blanch Thomas, of St. Elmo,
spent Tueeday in the eity.
Miss Annie Jones, ot Pembroke, is
the guest of Mrs. Dennis Smithson.
Metiers. Will and John Reed, of
lieUevielr, were in the city Monday.
Miss Joe Slyley and her aunt, Miss
Sophie White,. left Monday for Bells,
,1 eine
Miss Lizzie Owen, of Church Hill,
is the guest of Mr. aud Mrs. Toni
Jones.
Mies Bettie Hopper hae n turned
from a visit to Mrs. I. P. Gerhart, of
Clarksville.
Mrs. Gold, of Clarksville, is visit-
ing her eon, Mr. Clarence Gold, on
'lay street.
Mr. Jas. T. Rice has returned
from a two-day's business trip to
Primates.
Mt. T. B. Blakey a prominent at-
torney, of Lee county, is visiting hie
brother, Dr. T. Blakey.
Mrs. E. A. t'cdeman and daughter,
Miss Emma, of Newstead, were is
the dty Wedneeday.
Mimosa Emma Lewis and Lou Hall,
of arkmansville, are visiting Mrs.
Carl amd Mrs. Roberson, on Jelsup'e
'A eau*.
Riley Ely left Saturday for Nash-
ville to take a position as bookkeeper
with Mr. N. B. Shyer, his former
employer.
Alwensboro Iuquirer: Mr. Jas. G.
Bramhiorn, one of ex-Collector Wood's
revenue force, left to-day for his old
hears at Hopkinsville, where he will
enTrite in buetness.
-..1111.- • -4111SE•••- _
Great Uttie Men.
Some of the greatest men that ever
lived were of small stature and in-
* significant appearance. The reader
will readily recall many imits.nces.
Very small are Dr. Pierce's Hemmen
Purgative Pellets, but they are far
more effective than the huge, old-
fashioned pills which are so difficult
to swallow and so harsh in their ac-
tion. The "Pellets" are gentle and
never cause constipation. For liver,
stomach and bowel derangements
they have no equal.
Judge Grace had Madam Reiner.
The (kweuboro Messenger is respon-
sible for the following: It is rumor-
that Judge Grace, of the Hopkins-
ville circuit, who it will be remem-
bered presided in Um Davies, cironit
court at a term about eighteen
months ago, will soon be married to
a wealthy widow of Trigg county.
Judge Grace W118 the administrator of
her husband's estate and, at her re-
quest a few years ago to invest $15,000
of her money, took it to Birmingham
during the boom of that town and in
nine weeks returned her $75,000. The
judge has a sufficiency of good quali-
ties to excite the admiration of al-
moot say lady, but in this matter he
acquitted himself so cleverly that it
would have been a flinty-hearted wo-
man, indeed, who could have failed
to admire him.
•
Twenty-flve*Jersey and Grade Jer-i
bey milk cows and heifers for sale.
d eml&w tf. W. F. PArros.
The Blumenst iel Carrihge Co., have
several good second-hand buggies,
I which they will sell at extra bargains
Quite a number of Knights of Pyth- for cash.
las will attend the state convention
It is now intimated that President
at Owensboro next McCracken, of the L. St. L. &T.,
wants to buy the Owensboro de 1.1ills
of Rough road.
Dr. Wood has entered Nora U. for
the the races at Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
on Thureday next.
week.
The following numbers drew the
flrst, second and third capitol prizes
in the Louisiana lottery:8,174, 39,426,
69,159.
Mr. Gardner is building a very
handsome residence on south Vir-
gins street adjoining the property of
M r. Clarence A nderson.
Mr. J. H. Anderson has returned
from au extended trip to the eastern
markets where lie has purchased a
large and select stock of fall aud win-
ter goods.
Several young gentlemen of this
city are visiting friends and relatives
In dietant cities and counties and ev-
en in distant states. The christian
county grand jury is in erasion.
Mr. Geo. Colleen, of Troy, N. Y.,
has taken charge of Metcalfe's steam
laundry. He has had wide experi-
ence, and Mr. Metcalfatiolletermilled
that his patrons shall be pleased.
Prof. C. A. C. Lindsay brought to
this office to-day a pod of pepper
which measured 51, iuehes in length
and inches in circumference. The
largest specithen of its variety ou
- -
for taxes made by
andolph last week
g to a typographi-
he advertisement.
purchases et the
r. Randolph and
Matter.
Ave cases of dip.-
theria in the city within the last two
weeks, three of which have been
fatal. There is no occasion for un-
neceseary alarm however, as the
board of health will use every pre-
caution to prevent its spread.
Maj. Ferrell's residence will be
completed and ready for occupation
in a few days. Quite a number of
young men from a distance are at-
tending the High school and a more
gentlemanly awl intelligent class
was never seen.
Jonee & Banks, the Seventh street
barbers, keep everything neat and
clean about their shop, and guarantee
perfect satisfaction. Their employes
are polite and attentive, and once a
customer is the rule. Give them a
eall and be convinced.
Mr. Vinson, who has been one of
the most vigilant and efficient officere
on the new police force since its or-
ganization, has been forced through
bad health to resign his position. Mr.
Harvey McCord has been appointed
to fill the vacancy which he will no
doubt do with entire eatisfaction.
Callis & Wallace real estate agents,
have sold to Forbes & Bros., the two
Higgins lots on west side of Clay St.,
and uew cottages will shortly be
erected on them. They also sold to
J. W. Yancey the Burbridge proper-
ty. Mr. Yancey will remodle the
building and otherwise improve it.
A meeting of representative mem-
bers of the various grange organiza-
tions of this and adjoining counties
was held Monday over the Planters
Bank. The delegates were decidedly
averse to talking about the object of
the gathering when approached by
a reporter. Ominous silence and a
mysterious look were the only an-
swer to his interrogations.
A. A. Metz makes some wonderful
prices on dry goods this week. A
few of the bargains are mentioned
elsewhere in this issue, and it will
pay you to look them up. He in-
tends to sell his goods, and if low
prices will sell them they will cer-
tainly go. Look up that "ad" and
take it with you wheu yoo start out
shopping.
Mr. Mat Winfree left Tuesday
for Hendereen where he was mar-
ried that afternoon to Mies Mabel
Fallon a beautiful and accomplished
young lady of that city who has visi-
ted Hopkinsville several times and
who has made many friends in the
eocial circle here. Mr. Winfree is
one of the mosA energetic and indus-
trious young business men of Chris-
tian county with all the qualities of
a thorough gentleman and a useful
citizen. The young couple with
their fortunes united returned to
this city at 5 o'clock.
Jones & Co., the pioneers of the
Hopkinsville dry goods trade, have
something to say to our readers in
this home. The house and the men
who are at the head of it are too well
known in Christian and adjoining
counties to need any recommendation
at our hands. They have been iden-
tified with the dry goods trade of this
city for many years and each suc-
ceeding year has added to the reputa-
tion which the house bears. They
are iu the field with goods and prices
which defy competition.
"The Old Reliable" paints this is-
sue of the NEW ERA a bright red.
In bloody colors they tell the people
of the wonderful inducements which
they are offering in elothing, furnish-
ings and shoes A care perusal of
the supplement t be time
wasted. These! sing young
men are alive to ti Value and im-
portance of printer'hink and attribute
uo little of their success iu business
to its judicious use. They invite the
attention of the New ERA'S numer-
ous readers Ao some startling farts
and offer opportunities which if em-
braced will never be regretted. Read
the supplement.
Tire witeriff is in receipt of numer-
ous letters and telegrams from va-
rious portions of the state instructing
him to hold Wm. Venable,alias Har-
vey Vanaredall, who was recently ar-
rested iri this city for horse stealing
and who now rests safe behind the
bars of the county jail. It seems
that he is a notorious thief who has
been getting in his work to great ef-
fect in other counties. Several war-
rant@ are in the hands of the sheriff
charging him with stealing horses
from parties in modern Kentucky.
It is intimated that the woman who
WAS with him at the time of hie ar-
rest by the local authorities is not his
wife. She has disappeared since his
incarceration.
The New ERA does not wish to un-
justly criticiee, but it desires to see
the work on Ninth street pushed to
rapid completion. In its present eon-
dition it is a source of great annoyance
to the public, an inconvenience to
thooe who are forced to drive over
large stones and through deep cuts.
If the work had been pushed as it
should have been the street would
now be completed. We don't agree
with thooe who say the whole thing
is a "silly and uselese expenditure of
the people's money" but we do agree
with those who say that there has
been unnecessary delay. If the fault
is with the contractors, as the au-
thorities state, they should be held to
rigid accountability and forced to
hurry up the work. Such dallying is
not permitted ou work of a private
character, nor on public work iu eth-
er titles. We would have the coun-
cil take these contractors in hand
and see if a little wholesome castiga-
tion in the way of forfeitures for de-
lay++ will not do good
Many ojd soldiers who had con-
tracted chronic diarrhiea, while in
time service, have since been perma-
nently cured of it by Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrheas Remedy.
The north side of Center street is
being macadamized, much to the de- ,
light of those who are forced to tray- 1
el it in vehicles.
•
Dr. Patton has for sale 12 mares,
good colors, good size, 4 to 7 years
old, well broke, each is a froml farm,
brood and drawing animal.
\V. F. PATTON.
One IL NI. T. buggy, ouly been
used three month'is, our own make,
tor $55.00.
flies ENSTi El. C A RIG A E Co.,
Mt w It.
W. M. Singe ly, the horse that
used to be "phenomenal," won the
tit st heat of the $ 1,000 pace at Albany
yesterday in the remarkably fast time
of 2:18. Nothwithstanding this he
was defeated,running third in a field
of four.
The friends of Prof. J. W. Riot will
learn with pleasure that the veteran
educator is convalescent and fast re-
gaining his old time strength and
energy. The school is filling up
rapidly and the prospects for au un-
usually successful term' of Bethel
Female College are very flattering.
The Sand Lick (las & Oil Co., com-
poeed principally of Hopkins county
capitalists has recently been organ-
ized and has commenced operations
near Crofton, where a well will be
bored. The promoters of the enter-
prhe feel assured of suCcess. The''
NEw ER.1 hopes they may not be
disappointed.
A twelve-year-old 80[1 of Mellyron
Ratcliffe, a prominent and influential
farmer living near Crofton,was
at a late hour Wednesday evening tin
der very sad circumstances. The
boy was driving a wagon loaded with
greeu tobacco from a field tolthe barn
when be fell under the wheat+ which
palmed over h's body inhaling in-
ternal injuries from whichhe died
last night. The aotiou ociasioned
much sorrow to the community as
the boy was popular and promising
aud hie family one of the best in the
cou nty.
Winrree-Falion.
The Henderson Journal says of the
wedding of Mr. Wiufree and Miss
Fallon: Tuesday at noon at the resi-
dence of P. H. Cunningham, Mr. M.
F. Winfree and Miss Mabel Fallon
were up ited in marriage by Rev. Mr.
M e Donald. After receiving congrat-
ulations of their many friends of this
city, Mr. and Mrs. Wiufree left on
the 2ski o'clock L. &N. train for Hop-
kinsville, where a reception was
given the couple that night. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
P. H. Cunningham, Misses Cora Win-
free, Mary Boggs, of Fairfield, Ill.,
Meta Lone, of Birmingham, Ky , and
Messrs. George and Alex Wartield.
Mrs. Winfree is the daughter of
Geo. W. Fallon, of the Ohio Valley
railroad, and is very attractive and
popular in her circle of friends. Mr.
Winfree is a leading merchant of
Casky, Ky., and is very influential in
his community
•••
An Epidemic of Bloody Flux. •
Last summer the flux raged here to
a fearful extent. About five miles
north of here at the Whiterside grave
yard there was five victims of this
dreadful disease buried iu one (lay.
The doctore could do nothing with
the disease. When my family were
taken, I weut to Walter Brothers. of
Waltersburg, and told then" the situ-
ation. They end, give Cliamberlaiti's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy,
that they had sent out several hun-
dred bottles into the infected district
and "every day we hear how this
medicine is curing them. So far we
have not hearth of it's failing :n a sin-
gle instance." I went to glviug it
and could soon see• the good effects
and a cure was the result. Anyone
in doubt about these facts may write
to me.-L. C. Eiden, Rock, Pope Co.,
Illinois. For sale by all druggists.
Bitten by a Mad Dog.
The .Mayfield Monitor ssys: The
little sou of Rev. Wesley Winn, near
Cleat Spring, was bitten by a mad
dog last Friday morning. The dog
belonged to Mr. Winn, and was not
known to be mad until it had bitten
the boy, one or two dogs and a cow.
The boy's father started immediately
with his son to a party who is in pis-
session of a mad stone and will try
its effect on his sou.
What Is Castoria?
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's
prescription for Infants and Children.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine
nor other Narcotic substance. It is a
harmless substitute for Paregoric,
Drops, Soothing Sprupe and Caetor
Oil. It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is
thirty years' use by Millions of Moth-
ers. Castoria destroys Worms and
allays feverislinees. Castoria pre-
vents vomiting Sour Curd, cures
Diarrivea and Wind Colic. Castoria
relieves teething trouble'', cures eon-
stipaYou and tiatitleue. • Casten&
assimilates the food, s the
stomach aud bowels, gi rrintalthy
and natural sleep. Caidoria .the
Children's Pauacea-the Mother's
Friend.
•
Social Event.
The Keen Missionary Society Will
give a "Lemon Tea" on the lawn of
Mrs. Elizabeth Gant's residence Fri-
day evening, Sept. 1:t, at 7:30 o'clock,
admission 2.5e.The young lady waiters
will be dressed in appropriate cos-
tumes and will spice the rich assort-
ments of delicacies to be served with
their charming presence and conver-i
Ration.
Canker humors of every deserip-
tion,whether iu the mouth, throat, or
stomach, are expelled from the sys-
tem by the use of Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
No other remedy can compare with
this, as a cure for all diseases origi-
nating in impure or impoverished
blood.
Furnace for Curing Tobaccm
Time Henderson Journal says': J.
J. Sights, of Robards, was in Evans-
ville yesterday where he is haviug
several furnaces, for curing tobacco,
his own invention, constructed. The
furnace is made of sheet iron and Is
to be swung from the rafters In cur-
ing tobacco. It burns coal, wood or
coke and differs from other furnaces
in having time draft at the bottom.
Mr. Sights has secured a patent on
his invention.
- • .111.•--
Brown's Iron Bitters is a specific
In all eases of swamp fever, intermit-
tent fever, and malaria of any name.
how marshy ground, stegnant pools
of water, decaying vegetable matter,
changes of climate while suffering
from general debility, all produce
malaria. Brown's Iron Bitters cures
all forms. Don't use quinine. It
creates constipation, produces head-
ache, and not infrequently rheuma-
tism' and neuralgia, Brown's Iron
Bitters never does. It will cure
them.
----•••••• •44-
It is reported that Central City has
let a coatraet for the erection of
water works to cost $40,000. If Cen-
tral City can afford that, Hopkins-
ville should not hesitate on expend-
SHOT HIH DEAD.
Condnctor Lemon. of the L.& N.. Kill-
ed in an Altercation With a
Passeneer.
Wm. Brame, t he Murderer, Makes
oiled His Eseape-Details of the
Tragedy-The Character
or the Men.
The Hopkinsville accommodation
rolled into the city at 9 Wednesday
night without a conductor. Iu a per-
sonal difficulty with a passenger
arising from a misunderstanding
relative to the fare James Lemon,
the conductor, lost his life. The
tragedy occurred a Baker's station,
fifteen miles nortr of Nashville, at
6:15 o'clock. There are many con-
flicting rumors afloat regarding the
origin of the difficulty, some placing
the blame upon the railroad official
while others shoulder the entire res-
ponsibility upon William Brame, of
this city, whose pistol did the fatal
work.
William Brame left the city on the
early traiu Wednesday in compauy
with a Mr. Holnian, who Is a con-
tractor iu time employ of the L. dr N.
railroad company. Their chstina-
tion was Baker's station where Hol
man has charge of a railroad quarry
Brame went with Holman on a pass
secured for him by the latter, with a
view to securing work. He did not
like the position and boarded the ac-
commodation to return to Hopkius-
ville. When Lemon came to him for
the purpose of collecting his fare he
refused to pay. The conductor then
stopped the train and put Brame oft.
When She latter resehed the plat-
form he turned with a revolver in
his hand and tired three shots at
Lemon who fell back in the door of
his ear. He was made as comfor-
table as the eircumetancee would
permit, but expired in 35 minutes
from the effects of a bullet which
entered his body between the fourth
and fifth rib and lodged near the
heart. Brame then made his escape
through the thick forest and is Still
at large notwithstanding vigilant
efforts on the part of the authorities
to capture him.
The above is a brief statement of
the version most generally credit-
ed, yet there are many who believe,
not without good grounds, that
Brame did not act utterly without
provocation and would not have wide
to such a desperate extreme without
cause. The following from the
Naehville American of •Wedneeday
is entitled to some consideration at
the hands of those who are disposed
to "condemn the man without a
hearing:"
'file tragedy resulted from an ef-
fort on the part of the conductor 'to
collect four cents a mile for cash
fares, as recently ordered by the road.
Brame paid his fare at the rate of
three cents per mile which has been
the customary price for some time
past, and when he objected to
the additional cent, Lemon stopped
the train and seized the passenger
to put him off, but before he accom-
plished his object three shots from
Brame's revolver made him a
corpre."
It is said by several that Lemon,
after pushing Brame to the door and
down the steps, deliberately kicked
him twice and it was then that
Brame drew his revolver and fired.
Lemon wae oue of the most
unpopular officers of the L. &
, Company and has leen in-
volved in many difficulties
with passengers. He had an alterca-
tion with a Hopkinsville citizen on
former occasion and struck hint over
the bead several tinier, with a lantern.
A gentleman of this city mho was at
the depot in Nashville when the
news or the tragedy wits received
heard the ageut remark, "I am not
surprised. He was continually'
rows with passengers." The Ameri-
can says: "Lemon has the reputa-
tion of being rough and overbearing
to aim unnecessary degree."
The remains of the conductor were
taken to Nashville and after being
prepared for burial were rent to his
home at No. 6 Webster street. He
leaves a wife and one child.
"Billy Brame has the reputation of
being a "bad man" amid his past ca-
reer is consistent with this reputa-
tion. He is about forty years of age
amid lived in the southern portion of
this county until three years ago
ellen he moved to Hopkinsville and
was employed by the railroad com-
pany aud proprietors of the coal
yards as night watchman. Ile was
known to possess nerve and was pe-
culiarly fitted for this position whieh
lie held until a few months ago wheu
he resigned and went to New Deca-
tur, Ala., returning to this city a
short time since. About ten years
ago he shot and killed Mr. Bishop
Beaumont the sheriff, of Montgom-
ery county, Teunessee, who attempt-
ed to arrest him at Olivet churchOliiii
county, one Sunday morning. He
had committed seine erime in Beau-
mont's county and the latter at-
tempted to arrest him ' in
this state without the ,,, Aeoes-
nary papers. Brame wart sit-
ting upon his horse aud titre' (iffleer
was holdiug the bridle witliNseheek
to Brame. The bullet entereVilie
back of Beaumont's head and
ranged doe n the bat.k. Brame
was tired on by Ileautnout's
friends as lie dashed through time
woods on his horse. While it was a
deliberate murder, Braille's connsel
showed that Beaumont had no right
to arrest er retain him and he was
released.
We wreild not say a word to lessen
the magnitude of Mr. Brarne's of-
fense to create sympathy iu his be-
half, or to palliate hie crime, but the
death of Conductor lemon at his
his hands should be a lasting lesson
to hie class. It should teach them
that the traveling public has rights
whieli time most high dignitaries and
august officials of rail roads timid
respect. The law and their eompa-
nes give conductors the right to
eject who cannot pay, but no corpo-
ration can invest its agents with the
right to kick, bruise and beat those
who are ',laved In such unfortunate
posiConm
•
Take Ayer's l'ills and be cured.
Misery is a mild went to deecribe the
sufferings of body and mind, ermined
by habitual comstipation. A moder-
ate use of Ayer's Pills will invariably
regulate the bowels.
Geo. Rodgers was arrested at May-
field charged with attempted train
wrecking. Three attempts; have been
made to wreck the passenger trains
near that point and it Is believed he
Is the guilty party.
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "Owetem Pink Mixture' wil-
regulate the bowels better than anyl
thing he ever used. For teethipg
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists.
•
Preparing for the Census of '90.
Clarksville Progress: The Prog-
ress ham been told of sixteen weddings
that will take place in Clarksville ere
the robins nest again.
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., imays: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child of mummer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
understood that Sec-
said te the president
that in view of the
facts developed in
the investigation
of the pension of-
fice by the com-
mission appoint-
ed by him for
that purpose, lie
cannot counte-
nance the contin-
uance of Com-
miesioner Tanner
in office, and that
if some summary
action is not taken
JANIE TASNER• i resi,gnation
will be at the elresiileut's disposal.
It is assumed that this diecussion has
detained the president in the city Tues-
day and Wednesday, which davihe had
expected to spend at Deer Park. On
Wednesday, of last work, when Secre-
tary Noble returned from Richfield
Spring+ it was stated in the United
Prees clhoxitches that ho had determined
to take decisive action iu the Tanner
matter.
Later in the week it was stated in
these dirmatchen that the friends of
Commiesioner Tau ner generally con-
ceded the etrong probability of Ills re-
moval. Secretary Noble waited until
the president had disposed of the extra
seesion question and some other mat-
ters id importance which were before
himn before taking the papers iu the
Tanner case to the executive mansion.
It is understood the matter was dis-
cusses' Saturday afternoon and again on
Monday after the president s return
from Baltimore. It was on Monday, it
is said that the determination to sus-
pend Commissioner Tanner wss
reached.
Both Secretary Noble and the com-
missioner refuse to make staterneuts for
publication, but the statement is mide
with somne show of authority that Secre-
tary Noble notified Mr. 'tanner of his
suspension from office peuding investi-
gation, and the conuniseioner refused
to accept the order of the secretary; that
Deputy Commiseioner Smnith was then
milled la-by the secretary of the interior
and fornially instructed to take charge
of the pension bureau; that this order was
taken to the pension bureau and shown
to Commissioner Tanner, who then left
the office aud went to hie home in
Georgetown.
He was much agitated anil his nerves
have been much unstrung since the oc-
currence, as was evident to a reporter of
the United Press who called upon him
and to whom he refused to make a state-
ment. The imminissioner has sent some
of his friends to the president awl to
Secretary Noble and is awaiting a lima
decision of the question of his removal.
Senator Hitchcock W:ie closeted with
Secretary Noble for a leng time Wed-
nemtlay afternot5n, presumably dis-
cussing the matter.
If Commissioner Tanner is removed
from the head of the pension oflioe, it
will be on charges of inefficiency and
indiscretion baso1 on his aotiou in mak-
ing special- large number of pension
cases, on the action of some of his
subordinates in making reratinge for
each other. and on the speeches and in-
terviews credited to the oimunissioner
in the newspapers and whose authen-
ticity he has not denied.
The conimission investigating the re-
ratings in the ()Moe has reported from
time to time to the secretary of the in-
terior the discovery of wholesale re-
ratings among the einployes of the
office, to the partial exclusion of other
pensioners. It is thought that this
report will be ready in a few
days, awl will be given to the public in
justification of the president's action if
he should remove the commiesioner.
A LEADER LYNCHED.
NORTH CH RISTI AN. LET'S BE SANCTIFIED.
An Old Lady Wart-ItItten It) it snake A New sad popular ceremony I image-
-I lusinosai Citangeo-l'eraotiala- rated at a Sanctilhation Meet-
ing in the Country.Sews Note*.
ALEY'S ILL, Sept. 10.-The
Two Old Ladies Start the St) le of ga-
mest common disease to jU8 '
new in 'me section of the couutry is
; several new cases reported al
most daily.
Miss Jot, Pyle, of Ilopk rise we, is
spending a few weeks here visiting
friends and relatives.
Miss Emma Graddy, of Morton's
Gap, is visiting her sisters who are
engaged in teaching iu north Chris
tiaMilr.. Sam Withers, a popular young
business man of Kirkmansville, eon
templates a change in locality aud
will start for Arizona soon.
Miss Minnie Robinson opened her
school at Shiloh Monday with very
good attendance.
Este! hfcCown, aciever young busi-
ness man, has been away for a few
days rest, visiting friends in an rid-
joining comity.
Aunt Amy Withers, aged eighty
uine, fell in the floor last Saturday
while tryiug to close a door; she was
badly hiirt, though it is thought not
seriously.
Walter Robinson and Mrs. Nick
Lacy, of this vicinity, vieited friends
at Rosewood last Saturday end Sun-
day.
John McKinney has exchanged his
farm for timbered land and is going
to engage in time stave trade.
TherO is g very interesting meeting
in progress at the Christian church
on Pond river conducted by Rev.
Ford.
Elgin Davis, who Wa8 bitten by a
very poisonous snake several (lays
ago, is thoueht to be improving.
Mr. Ed Sisk has made another very
important change in his business af.
fairs, and will not move his mill to
red bridge, on Pond river, but there
will be a mill moved to the above
mimed place in a few days under the
supervision of Messrs. Ed Gates and
Abe Myers.
Phil Davis is very sick of con-
gestion.
tiLl
esseeeeesWS-We•no---___
TA, TA, TANNER.
Old Nuttimhead Requested 10 Resige
by the President.
He poem !WI to t he Delight t he peo.
ple and tsorrow ot the Coffee-
coolers.
WASJIINOTON, Septet-libel' 12.-Tlie
president has received the resigna-
tion of Commissioner of Peneions
Tanner.
• WA8IIINOTON, 'Sept. 12. The Tanner
question cerne to a head Tuesday when
the commist!ioner of pensions was sns-
'tended pending the investigation of the
affairs of his office, and Deputy Com-
missioser Smith was detailed to aot in
his pla2e.
It is oommonly
ertary Noble has
Trouble Breaks Out Afresh in Mississippi.
."  Negrorm Killed.
NEW YORK, Sept. 12.- A special to
The World from Coffeyville, Miss.,
says: Advices from Charleston, Miss.
last evenne. reeort seven uegroes killed
there Monday and Tnesday. George
Allen, who burned lieu Jainisou's store
Leflore county, was carrrol
Grenada and hanged. The total num-
ber killed is now estimated at 100.
Mine on Fire.
SCRANTON, l'a., Sept. 12. The fire in
the Delaware and Hudson oompany's
colliery, at Olyphant, is more serious
than at first supposed, and the probabil-
ities . are that it will take weeks, possi-
bly months before it can be extin-
guished and the mine plaoed in norking
order again. Over 1,000 men and
boys have been throwu out of employ-
ment, awl bueinees hue been partially
paralyzcel in the town of Olyphant by
the idleness of this large army of wage
earners.
QUarautined Against Glanders.
CIRCLEVILLE. 0., Sept. 12. --The state
authorities have establiehtel a rigid
quarantine against all live stock on the
farm of Hon. David R. Yates, on ac-
count of the glanders. which is preva-
lent there in its most malignant form.
Mr. Yates is not permitted te drive any
ofi his horses beyond the limits of his
farm, and is obliged to walk from place
to place.
Blown from a Train and Killed.
New Yoffie Sept. 12. --Joseph T.
&ally, son of Banker Eugene Kelly, of
this city, was blown from a train during
the heavy gale Tuesday while attempt-
ing to pass from one car to another, and
was killed. He was on his way to
Orange, N. J. His father was over-
come with grief on learnieg of the fate
of the young man.
Earth Care. at Poke Hollow.
WILKESBARRF., Pa., Sept. u. The
eurface over the Poke Hollow mine,
operated by the Delaware and Iludson
oompany, dropped a dietance of ten feet
Tuesday evening, making a violeutr rt resemblin an eartquake. All
of tle
luting t he 3Iinister, time Girls,
(;041ty and Otherwise, Fol-
low emit. and t he Iloym
Get Mixed Up in It.
Time eanctification meetinge held in
the various communities in western
Kentucky have excited much com-
ment and considerable condemna-
tion. But the Owensboro Messenger
reports one in progress at Ralph's
chapel, Daviess county, which leads
them all in its uniqueneme and is
heartily endorsed, at lerset by the
young men of that neighborhood.
At a se Tv ice about a week ago, says
that paper, aim aneient and sanctified
sister greeted the lively and hand-
some preacher, While an exciting
service was at Its height Nvith a holy
salute. Her example was followed
by the far younger wife of an as-
sistant holiness evangelist and in a
few moments by a very pretty young
lady who was a member of the holt-
tiers baud. There was of course,
nothing in this that was unecriptural,
but those who weut to scoff forgot to
pray and nudged each other vicious-
ly and declared the preacher to be
the aggressor. Another young lady,
a ehurch member but not sanctified,
was the next to osculate, and sinful
scandal was at its height when the
'Prettiest girl in the congregation,
gay and altogether godless, drew
spiritual lightning from the lips of
the preacher by an actual contact
that was a little too clinging in its
nature to bear the marks of holiness
to the worldly ones who sat far from
the Kanctuary.
The next night a few of the elderly
female members of the baud repeated
the performance of Ile evening be-
fore on -the preacher, but the younger
and better looking sort retrained in
some manner. The young fellows
w he sat far back, however, had
caught the cue, and in the excite-
ment are said to have reaped a har-
vest of kisses from the rosy lips of
the girls within their reach. Em-
boldened by this success they march-
ed up iuto the thick of the seekers
and the saints, and while extending
the trembling hand and pleading
voice of inquiry after the way of life,
were getting kisses enough, if there
had been any holiness in them, to in-
sure their salvation without other ef-
fort. 'Mir+ continued for some min-
utes', when it was observed by a good
gray-headed brother, who had been a
boy himself, and cut short by a vig-
orous "Let us pray," from him.
Prayer restored order and when it
was concluded time sacrilegious young
scamps got back to their seats with-
out waitiug for time second, or even
time first blessing.
The occurrence greatly scandalized
those who noticed it, and the entirely
ecriptural greeting bestowed upon
the handsome pastor was entirely
ioregone, even by the older and most
saintly merubers of the band after
that.
Young Johnson, S. & B. R. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
nounce `Owen'm Pink Mixture' the
beet for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
HIS LAST HOURS.
No liegret Felt by All the People
her the Death of Congress-
nian Cox.
:ZEN,/ ions6fiept. 12. - Congressman
S. S. Cox died at S:30 Tuesday evening
at his home, No. 13 East Twelfth street.
from peritouitis. His wife, Dr. Lockwood
awl a few friends were at his bedside.
He was conscious almost to the last.
During the day lie reeognized his wife,
some friends and an old colored servant
who eame on from Washington to eee
As late as last Friday Mr. Cox was
preparing speeeli on the new states,
etnixelyiug les reeeut obeeivetions in
the west, for delivery Tnetiday night
before the Judge Steckler ussociatiou,
a Democratic club in Second avenue'
The title of his leeture was "f he Won-
derland." Members of the society met
as appointed 'fnesdav evening at their
rooms. and sat about., in gloomy groups,
reeding with anxiety frequent bulletins
from Twelfth street anti at length the
news came that then frieud had gone to
the Nt owlerhuel of which he could tell
them notheug.
There were many callers at the house
during the d:ey, aid telegrams were re-
ceived from the Turkish inineeer anti
other well known men.
Mrs. Cox's brother, E. B. Bucking-
ham, of Zanesville. 0., arrived in the
afternoon, as also did her sister, Mile
liardeuburg.
About two ysars ago Mr. Cox had a
serious illness front which it was not
thought he wonid recover, and the
reeollection of his wonderful rally at
that time, after the physicians had pro-
rionnoed his ease hopeless, caused his
friends to cherish a hope that the same
thing might happen again.
Ahimet his last words were in regard
to the state% of flie great west and the
plans which he lied formed for advocat-
ing the admiesion of New Mexico and
Wyoming at the next session of con-
gress.
A change which tom of the approach-
iug eud took place early in the day, and.
.pite of his cheerfulness and brave ef-
fort to hold on to life, he oink gradu-
ally, and even at 5 o'clonk the doctors
thought death so irninineut that the
household were summoned to the bed-
side.
Brgret in Washington.
WASHINGTON, Sept. 12. -- The news
of the deeth of Hon S. S. Coe
was received nere Tuesday night
by mon of all parties with unfeigned re-
gret. lie has betel a man of mark in
National affair" since the Thirty-fifth
eougrese. For IllialiV years there has
been no more pmminent character on
the ft or 44 the house. Everybody knew
him, and everybody liked him. 'There
were few more industrious students or
riper scholars either in the fields of lit-
erature or of politic& Hilbeets practi-
cal Worker for 800-10 of the inost impor-
t:int banolies of the public services such
as the censas awl the life raving service.
He was one of the readiest end most
forcible debaters on the floor, anti one
of the quickest and keepest at
repartee. His wit was in ['eine respects
a misfortune, and of late vears he felt it
to be ISO, whentsver Le rose to de-
lete grave matters to which lie had
given exhaustive study, he ofteu failed
of creatiug the tieservol impression be-
caulk? his audience expected to be enter-
tained with lighter matter. He was one
of the best parliamentarians on the
floor. While he was a partisan, still he
was in many broal senses a National
man. and a very valuable public serv-
ant. He will universally missed. anti
the mouniieg for him mill be sincere
among liolitital friends and political
opponents alike.
MASQUERADES AS A MAN.
A Coasts of Jews* Jame. Who Has Worn
Male Attlee tor Tears.
PIttaffE CITY. Sept. 11. - The ro-
mance of a poor young woman was Ms-
closed Tuesday when Marshal Chappel
arrested Mrs. Jutiephine Cox, alias Jo-
seph Cox, a first cousin of Frank and
hese James, for nuaquersding in male
attere. She is the mother of two bulled
ohildren. and her home is in Clay
county. Mo. Under the name of Joseph
Cox site worked ou a farm at Aurora;
Mo., for several months until her sex
was discovered.
She dieappeared and °awe here,
wilere, under the None name, she
worked fur the Pierce City Canning
sennpany. She wa8 regarded ail einart
young man, and lwr work Was satis-
factory. Some people front Aurora came
here and exposed her yesterday. Mrs.
Cox was left un orphan at 5 years of age
awl began to wear mettle attire at 13.
She lived with her sister until elle mar-
ried lier husband was killed. and,
finding she could make a better living
as a man than as a woman. slw changed
her attire imild went pluckily to work.
She was isle:teed after the arrest, an.1
promised to return to, pettieoats.
Mr. A. J. Holland, of Jacksen
county, and Miss Ida Young, of Hall
county, Ga., both deaf muter' and
graduates of the State Academy for
the deaf and dumb, eloped yestei-
day and were married iu
Parental objections necessitated this
step. The magistrate submitted the
questions in writing and received the
responses the same way, after
which he handed them a piece of pa-
per upon which was written:
"Whereas, eseh of you has agreed to
live together in the holy state of mat-
rimony, I pronounce you man and
wife." This same was repeated
Marriage-A Death-Mormon Elders 110 erA
l'rest-hing--Preparing to Bore
For Gas and Oil. And The Best of Them AllMACEIM/SIA, KU., Sept. 10.-Mr.
James Ell and Miss Mary Hoppimr
were married the Sth inst. at the resi-
dence of the bride'm father, Mr. E. C.
Hopper. May good luck attend the jewelry business in Nashville and wanting to convert his
young couple. stock of merchandise into ready cash has sold to us his en-
tire stock of Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings, Trunks
and Rubber Coats at bigger bargains than we have ever
yet, with all our good fortune, been able to buy goods. And
true to the principal of our early business training we will
as we have always done in the past, give these goods to our
patrons at our regular rate of small profits upon oLr cost.
We don't do this because We are more liberal or bigger
hearted than other merchants, but because we can make
more money this way than by holding the goods at their
full value. And that there is more money in tFtis than any
other has been attested over and over again by the immense
patronage we have had since the first day we opened in..
Hopkinsville. A patronage, too. that appreciates the course
we follow and buys our bargains quickly, enabling us to
turn our money over often and to be always ready for the
next slaughter sale that comes along.
To catch bargains is our thought by day and our
dream by night. They have been the secret of our suc-
cess, the sledge hammers tE our competitors and the win-
ning card with our patrons, and so long as we continue to
sell Clothing, Boots and Shoes in Hopkinsville we mean to
have bargains on hand if they are to be found on the
American Continent. We think we have the plans laid to
get them, the solid money to buy them and an apprecia-
tive trade to purchase them.
AMONG THE HILLIS
& Bro., have exchanged
their small engine for a larger one
and will be sawing again in a few
days.
Mrs. Mary Stevens, died on Friday
of last week after a short illness. We
mympathize with the bereaved hum-
baNaido.rmon Elders are plentiful in this
portion of the county, they are not
exactly like Noah's doves, for when
two meta two are sure to retnrn. They
preach anywhere.
The Saud Lick Oil Co. are crea-
ting quite a sensation in this aad
Crofton vicinity, they will begin
work in a few days.
Timbers are being placed on the
ground for the building of the bridge
across Tradewater at McKnight'm
Mill.
e
Mat McCace , of New Brunswick,
Ill., offers to pay flve dollars to any
person troubled with bloody flux,
who will take Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy ac-
cording to directions and does not
get well in the shortest poesible time.
One half of a 25 cent bottle of this
remedy cured him of bloody flux,
after he had tried other medicines
and the preiscriptions of physicians
without benefit. Mr. McCabe is per-
fectly safe in making this offer, as
more than a thousand bottles of this
remedy are sold each day aud it has
never been known to fail iu any case
of colic, cholera morbue, dysentery,
diarrhces or bloody flux, when the
plain printed directions were fol-
lowed. For sale by H. B. Garner.
$1,000.00 given away in premiums
to its subscribers by the NEW ERA.
Remember our gift distribution.
Have you renewed your subscription ?
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Paint Your Horses.
Buy the Celebrated Sherwin Wil-
liams Paint. We have a full stock.
We are the only authorized agents
for the above goods in this county.
w3t. FORBES at BRO.
Gunsmith's work and re-
pairing of every kind done
on the shortest notice and in
the most durable manner by
Gus Young. d&wtf
PICTURE
Go to
kinds of
tures framed
and on
terms.
FRAMES.
Gus Young's
picture frames.
on short
the most
for
notice
reasonable
d&w-tf
all
Pic-
Hardware of every kind
can be bought at Gus Young's
on Court street at extremely
low prices.
FOR RENT-
Farm well improved, 10 miles from
own, near the Cadiz road, one and
one-half elites from Gracey, apply to
N. B. EipmeNns, or
HENRY WALLACE,
a31,(leod&winio. Hopkinsville, Ky.
,
200,000 gun anti pistol
'tridges of all sizes and
best quality for sale at
Young's.
car-
the
Gus
lump
et
1
COA L REDUCED.
I ion now gelling the herd
coal in the Hopkineville market
.1 cents per bushel, in yard; delivered
n hotittes at 10 cents. Nut coal
cent per bushel less. Prices strictly
cash. E. L. Fooless.
14th and Railroad streets.
Telephone No. 21.
An Aitracelon.
The furniture house of Renshaw &
Brasher'e is a place of beauty. It is
packed and jammed with the latest
and most modern styles of l'arlor
and chamber eke. Their stock can-
not be excelled by any in this or any
ety in the state. They are DOW Offer-
rig extra inducements to persons in
need of anything in their line. Their
Undertaking estaidishineut is com-
plete in every department, anti they
carry a large and complete line of
every description of Caskets, Burial
Cases and Coffins. (live thein a call
and take a look et their beautiful line
of Furniture. Remember the place.
RENSHAW & BRACHER.
GO to Gus Young's for your
cuttlery. He has a large as-
sortment, from the finest
urade down All at bottom,--
figures. d&wtf
r% .
tiig
Everybody
the big circus
open at 4:30
m. Admission
la to see
first and earry
ries. Lots
C.
g% .
uircus.
is invited
at l'. R. Clark's.
a. ne and closes
free. Free
who can get
away the
of fun for all.
R. Clark.
to visit
at 11
race every
to my
most groce-
.
the
Doors
p
store
Gus Young has on hand A
bran new stock, of breach
loading guns of- the very
latest styles and from th.e
best manufactories in the
world, as well as all other
kinds of firearms. All war-
ranted tirst-class in every
way and at bottom prices.
ilAwtf
For Jailer.
.
.1.D. CRAW,
Hereby annoancea hilnliOir MI a eatxUdate Sr
Jailer of ills-1.11ND lo . stii,ject to t he tic.. ision
of the Demoenttle eonvent ion.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorized to announce
GEORGE II. MADDEN
lui a candidate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals, subject to the action of the Deno wrath.
n ,,,,, 'Dating prIniary or convention.
For County Court Clerk.
I j We arc authorized to announce) J. M.
RAGSDALE as /I candidate for I "Linty court
Clerk, subject to the action of the I tentocrat ic
party. '
-
JONES
-_
& BANKS.
TES A. 1=10ES 1E FL ffigis
7th Street, HOPKINSVILLE, KV.
We have the neatest and best
equipped ehop in the city. None but
first-class and experienced barbers
employed. Polite, attentive and sat-
"Buy Ou ,
t
.
Mr. N. B. Shyer having determined to close out his
business in Hopkinsville at once to enter the wholesale
"Ilfiderhy and Undersell"
is cur motto, with it we propose to shake up this county as
it has never been shaken since the convulsions of nature
upheaved these hills and scooped out these valleys and
Don't l'oa Forgot IL
You are goinc to see livelier hustling among Boots,
Shoes and clothing in Hopkinsville this Fall and Winter
than you ever saw in the whole course of your life before.
Just now we will offer the entire stock of clothing bought
of Mr. Shyer at
One-Half Price.
There are only about 100 suits, Men's Boy's and Chil-
dren's and about• 60 overcoats. They won't last long.
Come early.
The Shoes, we have cut a peat many of them less than
half price, read:
48 pairs childrens heavy winter shoes
36 pairs women's heavy winter shoes
24 pairs women's kid slippers
12 pairs boy's low cut shoes
48 pairs men's best canvas shoes
36 pairs child's boots
30 pail s
5 pairs
pairs
19 pairs
6 pairs
15 pairs
18 pairs
School shoes at prices below anything you ever heard
of. Everything at cut prices. We will sell this winter
women's arctic overshoes for 50c worth $1.25 and all other
rubber goods in proportion TERMS--One price marked
in plain figures---no jewing or dickering.
$ 25 worth $ 65
50 worth 1 00
25 worth 1 00
50 worth 1 25
50 worth 1 25
50 worth 1 00
old ladies' glove congress sho3s 1 00 worth 1 50
old la grove button shoes 1 50 worth 2 00
women's gr. front lace shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
women's glo gr. front lace shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
kid women's button shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
Misses kid button shoes 1 .00 worth 1 50
women's kid button shoes 1 25 worth 1 75
J.11. Anderson Co.,
Bush's Stand - - Glass' Garner.
South:-: Kentucky:-:Colleg e
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
.1.4;it
11 . Silicsbicooll fox- BCD th Sep 841:10
The an ti S4-1*.i. 411 Iregiti Tl•ESItAl . Thls 
M114401 offers first-class
an trages iu Enzilah.Seienee. Ancient Langan:fee, Frew*. owrinan. 
linadt-eceping, bt no-
sic and Art. TP RMs MODF.It.VIrE. For eatatogue riving full inennuatiaa
Address' J IMES E. SCOBEY, 
Freaident.
11. Fleming.
fact,
WATCH THIS SPACE
Thrughout This Season
- -FOR WE WILL M %HE BOVE-
WONDERFUL DRIVESITir
6ods, 'loots ami
Such as never was known before in the His-
tory of Hopkinsville.
Jones ac Co.
F. T. Gorman,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
- IIAS RECETV ED A FULL WW1'S OP-
Fall and Winter Goods,
mud Fine TH1.11111110, /4 1.1 I itep tits friends and tbc publi
c to rail and czamine Hoven. 11,
guarantee', you the bent tits and nioet mtiperior orknottieldp that (-an l•- 
obtained In t be
eity, at motlenit• prices.
111111rUVirlt KELLY'. .IZMEI.ItY 141`4011F. HOPKIZieV I I.16F.
•t ei'l ""IF _
BRYANT& STRATTON BusmCoacE
Rook Reciting. Short Masud.. TeSeprapho I, dr LOUISVILLE KYIf rite Ivr Cataieg we sad tail isVersiostiox 4 •
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ITIEK ar, NT I ME CO NT
ESTABLISHED :1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and KurtzmannPianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers
• 
. • .
• 't•,,
J8
C",--
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-ized representative, Mr. X. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon allthose who want to 1.nqufre about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH & NIXON.
714 1.
T. HERNDON. TOM P. MAJOR.
Herndon & Major,
"Successors to Herndon, Hallums & Co.
- =oloe.cco Salee=ca.era.,- -
1 
_ Grange'.' Warehouse,
CARKSVIE, TENN.-
Reggeettally solleite the patronagge of farmers and dealer's in tobaccothroughout Christian and adjoining counties. Careful and prompt attentionto all business entrusted to us and all order. exemiked on short notice. Webase the beet and most commodioue house In the West, Jusuring plenty ofroom, and this enables us to dispatch busineee promptly.
Zat4111,1r2310.COXI parsajcsr.
1889. THE GREAT 1889.
TENNESSEE FAIR
Open to the world. To be held at the
WEST SIDE PARK. NASHVILLE, TENN.Commencing KONAY, SEPT. 16th, and con-tinuing six days.
IL:orieors3.11.x.ssass, 102.151pCbC)CI.
Etnrance Free! Space Free! Stalls Free.
This will be the Greatest fair and trotting meeting in the South or West
Reduced Rates
aft railroads mid steamboats. All Mock exhibited at this fair will he rturned free on the railroads. Catalogue. uow ready for distribution.
ADDRESte
C. H. GILLOCK, &eye,
Room 9, Baxter Block, Nashville, Tenn.G. td. FOGG, Prasident 
Pure Kentucky Whisky
-YOB-
311gre•clicelmLial 1:PluLx-pcosaieo.
mAATronnurair assagota,aatzesaibliobrofak. iribraprperuide ora nmeedalicinal ar 4i:tee
 ttetop Mama
aresrat tido eras sfil meeting mossit and careful atteados
N. Tobin & Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING,
Kentukcy.
attention given to orders fro= a distance.
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PATENTS
ammo am Trade-Marks obtained. and al/ Pat-
business for SICIOCNATE IrCILII.ent conducted
=111 °MCC IS OPPO•ITE U. S. PATIENT OftILI:we can secure patent in lees time an
from Wahington.mum)
reed model. drawing or photo., with descrip-tion. We advise, if patentable or not. tree of
charge. Our fee not doe WI patent in secured.
A Petarto.er, " How to Obtain Patents," with
seams ot 'actual clicour in your State, oousty, a
towu, sent free. A.ddress,
C. A.SNOW di, CO.
OPP. PATENT Orrigt, W AIM' . o c
EN A NsVILLE &CAlelltel.TON DAILY PACKET
The Light Draught Steamer
Frara.lc Ste1.3a.
.1. n. THOMPSON ManagerED NASIII ...... .. Clerk
WIII leave Evansville for Cannelton daily,except Sunday, at s o'clock a. m. makingsure oonnectiona with th O., se N. R. R.Returning, leaves Cannelton daily at 6:10p m., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at9 IL in•
,,. rtUNDAY TIME CA1211 
Leaves Kvanpville 9 a. 1st. sharpLeaves I 1W eilSbOr0 4 p.III. eharp
Fare Weenie for round trip on Sunday.hut not responalble for etoree purchased bysteward. BYRNES & SNYDER. Agents.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
.....................................
Jose Tairso Joffe FELAMD,J11
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
Practice in all the courts of the Catillt1011.
wealth, the Coati or Appeals and theUnited States Court.
Office over Plane a Delmer's.
s. w •LIKI/1 rosin. o. sr.
F°RGY
 & BELL,
Attorneys at Law
HOOKINSVILLE, KY.
SeerOtHos over Planters Bank.
_
Blit.h.
-
 
-
331:71sTrD£11
Attorney at
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK,
Will practice in the courts
and adjoining counties.
-'77001D,
UP
of Christian
Law
STAIRS I
ddit
GALT HOUSE, 
,LOUISVILLE. KY. ,
Tbe llama aad Largest Hotel la the City. 1
-
Mates 112.140 te 114.00 Per may,
According to Location.
Turkish and Russian baths in Hotel.
Bethel
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Hopkinsville High School.
The next session of thl. nehool for boys andyoung men will begin
Monday August 26th.
Instruction is given In a full course of Eng-lish, Latin. Greek, tierman, Mathematics
-keeping. Thorough teaching and
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hel1121Prk_Pet IR_
A Most Effective Combination.
This well known Tonic and Mershon is gaintaggreat reputation as sous for Debility. DY1110011pia, and NERVOUS Maniere. It relieves MIlanguid and debilitated conditions of the met; strengthens the intellect. and bodily ;Unctions;builds up worn out Nerves aids digestion I wesum tropetnerl or lest Vitality, and brings beakstrength and rigor. It is pleuant to theand need regularly braces the System againe,lbearprepolog Influence of Malaria.
Price-S1.00 per Bottle of 14 memo
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-
K
.xes . 1114./ ASIAN NIS
1:14.".1r,ECTRIC DELItelltYlka.IP102111111eCSMILT.
▪ tele.ea ALS. It. 1,4 . 111P5ate15 FEL 3. ma.
Lad Pimpepoory... ---; ..- s-  an g..*r.are the fotiote.T7_ tee , • .i ftWeek
VaCar Servo,.l"4b5..7,..e LA.2111.4 .
ee 
417.•
jr. or
e... 4.44 . .y Di.- ---
se c. Trombone ..vil , '''''%,, =atiltil Kahanedoa. Inn-manta, .'f , . IVut,ng of theBode, lusesece ' c c,, • .....1 by Indusmonocle Youth or lierrev•i Lite. all bowsaws peruke:- v to Ow Wopth or g.-att I organ*This I. t la LAt•ST rade ILLATIST I re proseausat weftowls, and in ...ow 1,,e to all other* k very borer of eaEtectrte Belt wants the latest-this be will got do.'twee B It. lid i the. from all otbor*. ma tt la • lAlITTATIII.?, all tea a riot n, ',Pate o, wire bait. it nal itatt0
 CeePlelet• esm411 1.7 Illesevertry. Tha electric earnest
,:se tre TUTZD b, .6.11004 before.ft Is %Tit. d oi. the_ - .. . . .
- • • - - - CT. LOU... 
Tutt's Pillsit...dates the torpid liver, etrengt 1**me the el Igeetl•e ergotism. regulates lb.smote. and Sr. unequaled all 111111
MITI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
n nsalarlaidler•lets steel et uses arevl d • Iy reran n I Seel. as they peewees pee-a liar properties in tresIagtbpai.os
.rens that pedaen. Elegantly sugar
'tested. Dime Pelee, !Seta.
Sold Everywhere.
Mee, 94 Murray St.. NAW York.
oesessi.-
r att.:11MS
. 4114,
-411. do$ 40• 6
• - • r 1.46/MN ", c rel'erb
• •
Moth Main lit., HopkInsville. Ky.,
T. 7mt. 
-Prop•r.
Buggies, Hacks, Driving and Saddle Horsesalways ready. Horses and Mulee bought andmold. A commodious stock pen stsseme.Teams and drivers furnished to commestial
BARNES OF KENTUCKY.
the Mountain kAatiKellet auti Ills
Lectures Not So Popular as of Yore.
The Mon thsouny Willson Disgusted
With the Administration-The In-
decent 'School of Fiction-The
Fall Celebration.
Special correspondence of the New Era.
LonifivinnE, Sept. 7.-The Rev.
George 0. Barnes, famous a few years
ago as the Mountain Evangelist of
Kentucky, has been ,lecturing here
to audiences that were not overflow-
ing but were what the gentlemanly
critic would call "select." Those
who appreciate scholarship of the
genuine old and musty sort, illumi-
nated by a keen sympathy with na-
ture and beauty, alwaye go to hear
Brother Barnee,who is &scholar and a
man of unusual eloquence and power.
He was the first preacher in the south
to proclaim faith in the power of
prayer to heal physical illness and
keep a cabinet organ in tune, and he
was also one of the first to drop tech-
nical theology and preach the Chris-
tian religion to sinners. He it was
who fertilised the field that Sam
Jones and other business "preach-
ers of the gospel" were to farm on
modern scientific plans and make
money out of. Mr. Barnes himself
never cared to make money. He
traveled without scrip or purse, and
let Providence take care of to-mor-
row. His was too eager, too restless
and too unsatisfied a mind, however,
to remain content with one belief
and he has had several. There is
some talk that he has adopted the
Oriental theoligy in place of the
modern Christian religion. Certain-
ly his changes have lost his follow-
ing and the great unwashed do not
throng to hear him as they were
wont to do a few years ago. It is cu-
riously illustrative of Brother
Barnes' personal character that when
he was spreading modern Evangel-
ism he was suspected of being in-
sane, because he took care to lay up
no treasures on earth; when Sam
Jones and other frauds began mak-
ing money out of the same idea they
were instantly accused of hypocrisy.
Nobody who knows Mr. Barnes
would ever accuse him of meanness
and selfishness. He glows with sin-
cerity and earnestness and, with
magnificent humility despises money
and the religion that devotes itself to
making God fashionable instead of
merciful. He lectures on the "Los
Tribes of Israel" and In the lecture
accounts for the American' Indian
by a theory that he has long held.
If the Indian is a lost Jew from Pal-
estine, he has certainly mislaid a
great deal of the business genes with
which he started.
IF%
Every now and then there is a rip-
ple upon the political surface when
some newly appointed Republican
comes to town and drops with a dull
and sickening thud into the office
previously held by a Democrat in the
cuiptom house. The Hon. Augustus
E. Willson, has returned from Vir-
ginia with a fine disgust for the ad-
ministration appointments in Ken-
tucky, generally speaking. This
disgust is shared to a great extent by
other working Republicans. Mr.
Willson is of the opinion that only
childishness could have suggested
the passing over of the working
members of the party and the giving
of strong and influential offices to
kid-gloved members. "Whenever
the workers are ignored," said he,
"you take the life out of the party
and hand the battle of the future over
to the enemy." Mr. Willson has
withdrawn from politics until this
administration has finished its ex-
periments in conducting politics on
a Sunday School basis and will de-
vote his time to the practice of law,
In which, by the way, he is well
equipped and has been quite success-
ful. He is a man of remarkable good
nature combined with much pug-
nacity of the right sort and tte Re-
publicans of this district have never
been so full of fight, or so prolific of
votes and enthusiasm as during his
leaderip of the past five years.
Whe • the administration refused
him the aMee he desired, it made a
mistake that ouly stupidity could
explain.
•••
One of the Louisville papere last
Sunday contained a creed upon the
novels of what may be called the In-
decent school of fiction, which are
loading the counters of the book
stores and teeming from the press
every week. The writer might have
added that these books, written for
the single purpose of pruriency, are
the dreariest and poorest reading cur-
rent. There is some excuse for what
is called the "naturalistic" school in
France; becalm) it grew out of a pro-
test against the extreme methods of
the "classics" and the "romanticists"
schools. The classic idea was all
magnificence of sound and roman-
tic school demanded that all proba-
bility and fact should be ignored or
treated as secondary to idealism.
Under the methods of both schools
the trutlifulnene that renders novels
superior to history as a pieture of the
time was lost. Then came lialzac
with his Human Comedy, who was
In France the first writer to define
the limits of the naturalistic school.
lie made studies of all the species of
people in society and their surround-
ings and let. them work out their des•
tiny regardless of plot, just as Dar-
win prosecuted the study of all natu-
ral species without regard to the con-
clusion to which the knowledge
would lead him. True, Balzac was
a great artist, as well as a great stu-
dent, and there was suggestion as
well as fact in his works. But they
are recognized by all Frenchmen as
truthful picture of the state of socie-
ty in the early part of this country.
The peculiar social conditions of
France, the marriages of convenience
and the limited education and sup-
pression of young women, all give
an atmosphere of apparent; immoral-
ity to his novels when read by an
Atuerican,which is not perceived by
the French reader. Thackery, in
England, was the Blame of his coun-
try, and told some very unpalatable
truths. The sexual question, which
is enlarged upon in Astute, is only
touched upon incidentally in Thack-
ery, because while in France the
having of a lover by a married wo-
man was a matter of sentiment grow-
ing out of marriages into which sen-
timent never entered, the having of
&lover by a married woman in Eng-
land was excused only by vice and
vanity, because women and men
were both freer of parental control
in England than in France and mar-
riges of convenience were not a state
institution. We have always had the
naturalistic school of fiction in Amer-
ce, because it was demanding recog-
nition in Europe before the United
States began to have a literature.
The present crop of erotic books can
scarcely be called of the "naturalis-
tic" or "realistic" school. They are
written by paradors for no other rea-
son than to sell to prurient :reader*.
No person of intelligence or taste can
read them because they are not writ-
ten by persons of intelligence or taste.
Real power cannot confine itself to
nere pruileney. When one reads
Faust it is not to have a weakness
for indee•••,ey gratified by learning
details uf Marguerite's seduction;
• • .
,
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his reader. The great motive lithe KING OF ENGLAND.psychological inquiry into the human The Best in the Wold!heart and its destiny..11. The Prince of Waters ileitis' Very 
. 
The preparations for the fall cele-
T W W 
-
Aimless to Assume That Title. IIE ATE A. OOD REAPS
bration are booming. The illumin-
ating gas arches are being set up on
all corners In the centre of the city opmeen Victoria to be Entreated to AL- Took the First Prise at (be International 
spaniel, 
Exposition, Barcelona. Spain, at the V 17Iulaand the town is agog over the prom- M exposition, Richmond; at the S an 
 
Exposition, riaragteom • nd •Iitto re ifonte in Favor of That Gentle- the gold medal at the grand goi eminent field trials In k ranee an Tunis.
lied glories of the Satellites of Met- 
men-Her Only Objection. It Leads All Others and Stands Without An Equal.
cury. The Satellites promise a pa-
LONDoN, Sept. 9.-There is consid- Every Machine is perfect ,onstrueted &filo( the Walken* quality. Call nu uaberee you
geant this year which will far surpass
erable speculation As to the meaning barnYdalereaPPr or "jwer
 and mill'rY 
yourself of the nitrite of this great Harvester. also
1 that of lstei and they are not given to
. of the proposed meeting of royalties Russell & Co's Steam Threshers and Traction Engines.
vain boasting. 
The
 hest investment
 in Italy next mouth. The Empress IIWhich stand at the bail in all partleuittm Kollio, "Ike will be mom at our rooms, day andnight, to furnish rept o, r. and supplies of all kinds for 'or rnaehinery. We are agents MI
Louisville has made for years is the 
Frederick will make her residence at organization of attractions of this
the villa occupied by her mother last
ter of a million people were brought year at Florence, where she will be Perkins Wind-Mills Pumps and Tanks.1
sort. Last year not less than a quer-
visited by the Emperor, her on, andhere to witness the various shows
his wife. Although great pains have It regulates Intell perteell) in all. kliu1s.01 eat her, and does not need any side vanes, got.tooting balls or levers, A I'l./thINs li IN MILL, 10-foot wheel, will supply any
that were given during the month of been taken to keep the fact from theSeptember. If they left only one ortilnar) farm with plenty of aster for all thee various purposes, and thepublic, the Queen of England will late, Is Within the reach of all, and it is lather:tensible to the wide-
dollar each behindakem there was a 
awake farmer. Call on UI4 before you buy.handsome profit n the amount join her daughter and her imperial”o 
W. B. & C . P. Mason,
grandson at Florence, where a mat-expended. Milwaukee recently sub-
ter of the highest 'importance notscribed 050,000 to secure the holding
only to Great Britain, but to theof the Grand Army of the Republic 
world, will be decided. This is noth-encampment and one of the veterans
lug less than the proposal that Queenreturned estimates that there were at Victoria should abdicate in favor of Biplane' Cor. 10th and Main streets HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
least100,000 strangers there for a week,
the Prince of Wales. 
-
 
• 
which would result in at two or three
The Prince has been pleased to an- T. It. HANCOCK. C. R. H•Ltims. J. T. E.DWASDO. W.I. YlAeli
million of dollars being left iu Mil-
waukee. There ought to be in every
Improved by quaffing the German Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
flounce that his health has been much 
.city a bureau for the providing of
waters, thus still further ingratiatingfunds to secure the holding of great 
-PROPRIETORS.-himself with the Germans and theirconventions and meetings. Chicago
 ruler, which it is his role to do nowhas pursued the policy for many for most powerful reasons. Theiryears and so successfully that it has 
outward reconciliation, at least, iscome to he recognized as the conven-
now complete, and the Prince has 0.1.8.T3=13-cri11e, Terom...Oen city of the United States. There privately given it out that he intendsis a convention in Chicago every day. henceforth to abandon all frivolous s-pacial Attention Paid to Sampling and Sailing TobaccoChicago business men will subscribe LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.habits of life, discard all loose ae-$6,000,000 in cash to secure the hold- quaintanees, however entertaining, R. HACNOCK Salesman. W. J. ELY Book-K p .
ing of the Three Americas Exposition 
fand conduct himself as becomes the in It392. Louisville is central and heir to a throne undoubtedly thecould secure many conventions if 
most enviable of any in existence.there were an organized effort to do Daughter and grandson are expected U S Eso. It would result in the building tp of hotels, retail and wholesale o impress Oda edifying resolutionu LAM
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pEARLTOPcity.
upon Queen Victoria at the meeting rbuiduese and in the making of a great
Mash
AN ASTONISHING MEMORIAL
It is well understood that the
The Deacon Died from Eating Too reason that a former assault failed THE  
.0EST ysCM N. Ei._
of the trio in Italy, and another at-PICAMR
' tack will be made upon her to relin-
•
 ._.......________
quish the cares of state.
I N THEWthe dead on record comes from Lain, as delicately as possibly, a person
The story of the queerest tribute to pressed objection to seeing, putting It 
MAD E ONLY Byi .... OFILD.
and Hie Widow Put the Meal la Was. was the old lady's vigorously ex-
hertvilla in
 Htiht4rd°n esmulty' Near leadingh life as the prince hassuch athat. town lives Mrs. Elisha Pratt, 
w d-2MAC B ETH & CO.A 1T T3 BURGH, PAow of deacon Pratt, who was famous led assume the regency over a pee- 0 . . .as a farmer, a genial soul and an ar- ple accustomed at least to a virtuous,dent Methodist. He was particularly she might even have said, prudish . fond of tickling his appetite, and was 
*
court. Now that he has determineddeemed considerable of an epicure. to forswear ballet girls and profess- 
- . 
." fi , .' , 
-
His wife was an excellent coOk, and i ---,„, 1 ,. _her dinners were rare exhibitions of ional beauties, abstain from baccarat 
- 
. ' ' •„... ---..... - ;"----,. \ I .., -e: . - 
...
culinary skill for a rural neighborhood and similar seductive 
of 
and
than a house full of clergymen around ELECTRICT' Alki ID 114E. VITAL FORL:EJ v
The deacon enjoyed nothing better accept only the society  the grave
and learned, it is hoped that the last
life will be overcome and THE
a table laden with tempting vituals objections of the Queen to retiring to - , 74000.-•.- e40,00-1,,,,,4',1 f "A`..` ',AIM In&
.
'  07  • ; "nr".• ' ll'h".7.111";; ; :' ON
And Mrs. Pratt, who doted on thedeacon, was in her element when pre- private 1 FIC 
.
paring such a feast and helping en. that she can conscientiously gratify rgy
 mraui,T.Ety. ro.cr
 adrcom,./  ac.
 ro.tertain the goodly guests. fier secret desire to pass her decIln- frAbout a year ago a number of min- ing years wherever she pleases in the lass a a New and Masterly Medical Treatise, and indispensable to erer7 YOI.ING.ZADLE.isters were on their way to the camp companionship same who is safe from Wesknees, Languor, Lae of Memory, Mempc E D. and IODpanion If her widowed lepreteeloo a pinto, Dim Complaint, , of the Eidoeys, and an dhow* dependants opn•meeting at Ocean Grove. There were Asoldent, Nicgoots, Folly, Visa, Ignorartes, b. ervoua Debillty. Vital gzhaustios, andjust a dozen of them. Deacon daughter.Pratthad them all stop over night at his _ - 
---'°- '--- 7
 - THE ERRORS GFYOUTH AND MANH000.. farm house, and gave them a rousing A MAN OF THE WORLD. .. --dinner eruly in the evening. It was a 
Board ht leather, full gill. Price, oely one dollar, by imil, mead tab pleiaA wrapp:r,..porpttli
dinner modeled on the New England U. is Al watt e Ready to Arena a BroMior 00,14LI„Dt Ngl AL, ryeAsdadiorees, Ills a amy Ltit.thifoor, N..D.. No. n1 CoillEt 
 tseLoahal, ft.. 
bus 
gb 
....r.:„. ht.; to 'lac .
plan, as Pratt came from Vermont iu Otatreter. 
. This,. the oolv ELECTRO- it EDI 0 PHYSIOLOGY inlf pablialsed, sod le absolutely ensepieseand so did his wife. There was every- I suppose I am one of the persons and ptott.te, ft Is invaluable 10 .1! , alit nucleus the very noticed Hada ellthing conceivable to eat, and plenty who come under the street pleraaeol-
The deacon was in the best of humor, suppose that phrase. in its best sense, EXPERT HOME TREATMENT POSITIVE .
of reasonably hard cider to drink. ogy of ••a man of the world. ' I also
and pcirtook even more heartily than means a man not wholly good or bad For all Dt000seo of Nob, by Me dietinguished mustier, . - 
-
it• • • H Nur Dv Motet, M. 11., who lan oiscovaitato
usual of the food. His wife, accus- -a person known and distinguished 
riWined as she was to her husband's from those whose pretensions lead SINCE OF MANN 0. may
 be
/ CURE.THE ELIXIR or LIFE ASO THELWILlarge appetite, was astonished at the them into exclusiveness-those who (Arlen-et ronfidenor,in person or b) letter,at his Ramiro.Melte. lair wary,N0M1Coduotido A•.,Iloaton, Mass. 
'
amount he consumed, and made • pretentiously consider themselves spe-
"I HEARD A %VIDEO IT SAID, 440Na AND INLIL'"
mental inventory of the various ar- cially ushered into the world ASr atides and the amount of each that ha ournoie. With this self sanctifying 
•,
aefinitMu of my plaoe in the social;
. . 
swallowed. 
_ 
 
- The next afternoon Deacon Pratt economic, political and businessdied of cholera morbus. The physician world, I have cloeely observed 'the
• • . 
• • • 
de 
-men present at the dinner acted elusions warrant the assertion thatas l bearers and the other four WE
hood ever knew. Eight of the twelve I don't pretend to say that my oon-
funeral was the largest the neighbor- as contradistinguished from my own. 2 2 0 /00 SAVE...... • •0...4said the dinner knocked him out. The men of my class and all other classes. 'we of the worldly class do more in 
• • • 
• • • .. 
.
cia at the church and grave. our way to mike the world better by 
• -it
The widow was inconsolable for a reason of our presence, but I am con- 
-
while and talked about the tribute scientiously prepared to say our tisitty 
, 
. . 
.
she pro having prepared ilk mem. contributiOns to the needy will 
#
ory of reartusbantL Everybody sup- lenge favorable compeueson. Few men
who have breasted the waves of every ...dr: -cled 
that she was goin to eeect a ar.,L3andsome monument and the makers
g 
day life, who are deep within the 
• 
•
- ' 
480 it,
a-
of 'tombstones sent.in bids. But they ahadow today And iuniling in the MD-
- 40
were all mistaken. Mrs. Pratt had in shine to-morrow, fail to develop n' BY BUYING YOAIR'-•-irs-"Ia"slar. 'IP • -Iview the most remarkable and ya‘etisug- heart rich in all the impulses of bu- 
a•
festive of memorials_ She h 
 
the man sympathy and benevolence. Now 
- 
• 
•
work done quietly in Philadelphia, it is with no intention to cast odious
• *.
and it required some weeks to finish it. reflections upon a pretentious class 
a 
. 
_
When it arrived at the farm and by,relating a recent incidentsome of the widow's friends were in- A comparatively young man, of 
-
vited to call and see the tribute, they good family and having the advan- 
.. 
.
were at first astounded and then tag° of a good education, but who was 
parlor stood a large glass case. On top called upon a now wealthy and for
who failed to find Lac world all roses, .. Dry Goods Clothing .
......,..
shocked, and finally they felt a dispo- unfortunate to the exueit ol leaving
with difficulty. On the table in the 
the parental roof iirt i.tatureiy, and
aition to laugh that was controlled
solid silver. Surmounting the arch 
merle intimate friend of his father's
•
of the case was a small arch, made of 
. 
.
was the figure in silver, of an angel 
family for assistance. Ho was seedy 
•and absolutely needed. He wantedblowing a trumpet. Inside the arch to take his rags and all Isis valuable
tablet of white marble, on which were his error and commence life anew BOOTS AND SHOES •• ,
and suspended from its center was a experience home again, freely admit
inscribed the following words in deep, He was not only refused assistance,black letters: but even gruffly ordered away. He 
-- AND "This Is What the Deacon Died Of." returatel to his old haunts and hisBut it wasunderneath the glass case men of the world associates disheart-
. 
- 
.-
that the great surprise await^1 tlie epee- ened, and related his day's experiencetators. There, on plates arranged in to a company of three or four, andthe order they were served, were exact with the result that they.chip%ed induplicates in wax, and some in glaoe
shape, of the various articles of food 
enough to 
and they did not ask any note for ths
! I
meat, heaping side dishes full of vee.e- discontinued all bustness re tions
ie to state that hui fathiear furnishingsamount advanced, with usurious in-the deacon had eaten at the dinner the terest, either.evening before he died. and also ex-act duplicates in quantity and size of I received a check far the avou. nt a _-the amounts he consumed. There was few days ago, and it may .not he Inap-t% large plate of soup, a big alice of Pr° Priatables, three cucumbers, large 'lie- with the man to whom his son applied
of pie, a quarter of a watermelon, two for assistance, which moaus the lossplates of ice cream, a small cup ot of several thousands a year. -Si Louie
coffee and three goblets of cider. They Gi°h°-Democratwere perfect pieces of work in wax, as
Z
well as perfect representationsof what Labeastela's Error of JudgeneoL 1-'! ( ) Mhad passed down the deacon's throat A young man named Ikihensteisat dinner. The whole thing had cost fitted himself out to go in the iceseveral hundred dollars. cream business. He bought a wagon,
IKE LIPSTINE.-
The neighbors naturally ridiculed freezers, etc., but needed a Lomathe tribute at first, but they all re- John Connerton, who mils ice and ioespected the widow, and when they cream occasionally, got wind of Lo-found she was really in earnest in her benstein's venture, went to him andgrief and in her regard for the wax offered him his horse. "You can have He can and will sell you goods cheaper than
memorial, they restrained their mirth the horse at your owu price " said Mr. any house in town. All goods warranted to
and said little about it outside. Many Connerton. "He is gentle' and willof them thought, that, the sudden loss do most anything." be as represented. Remember the place,had unhinged Mrs. Pratt's mind some- Thereby 'hangs a tale. The horsewhat. This is why it is only after the could do most anything. It was slapse of a year that the report of the trick animal, trained by John Conner-astonishing tribute has leaked out.- ton.Treuton Letter to Philadelphia Times. Lobenstein took the home, scorned
had been caught in a wire trap, was had a large barrel of cream in his wag-
At Hartford, a big, tierce rat, which aglow with business success, and he
Bakst and Bird. ed out peddling. His cheeks were
to pay less than $10 for him. and start- Ike Lipsti
 e
gthrown into* barrel, and then a cat ou. C,onnerton followed him around 
-
was dropped in. Instead of killing at a convenient distance, and waited Gish Building, Corner Main and Ninth
the rat the cat lay down and went to until the young man got opposite sleep, and the rat curled up by her Connerton's residence, on A street, oo - 
-- -- - 
-
side and slept too. the lower side of which place there isAt Winsted a thunderbolt struck a an embankment of about fifty feet.hollow tree in George W. Eaton's pas- Then John gave a peculiar whistle 
tittib*-- '
ture, and killed liorty-seven black from B street opposite. The bone ,.. .,snakes, whose home was in the cavity. pricked up his ears, kicked off theThe biggest snake was six feet and daahboard, and started down the ern- 
_ .....-_ . .
- •_--vi„----_____ ,' .7, t -- .-•2?•..1-,....... ....:-.-,-
: 
. 1
• :I , 11,_ 41 • , r 
......,....• , 7;5 - !-
"I • 4 .)-
eleven Inches long, and the smallest bankmene with driver, wagon anthill 
-: -7 --- . -. te - -=--;r7.7.--- ..-", 
two feet and four inches. Anotdaer roiling after him. The creani was all 
- -...c 1--.  ' „ 
-.. 4110- ' -I ! ,.
bolt fell in the yard of Hosea Green, spilled and the opposition swept from 
' 
ot•t,-•,-,;--,, •
- - . i • .
ens were broken.
chickens, which were huddled togeth- children licked up the cream from Iheer. The necks and legs of the chick- rocks. illIke e ,.
._....ii;.,,,
..
_ .---•
- - - 
- -
••••„„,.......‘„, _ . 
--...._ 4. ,
Afk,- -- 6, `,../A.,
---.- ' 
,
in the same town, and killed eight tile face of the town. A crowd of '
Later in the day hibensteie, leading 
-, N
 wAi 1119A pigeon was seen flying through his home, was hunting for Connereni, 1pr 
 
 
dangling from its leg. l'ehferTaptlhre cord $5.-Virginia Qty Euterprisu
Water street in this city, a long cord to whom he dispowel of the animal for .. 
, 
-..al e."` isi„.. le-
' nwearas caught aboutf ur a
 tale tel lbuilding, and
 Finy.o. Guineas for . rack ot cant,.
 .._the bird hung head downward over , fillill* ' •the street. Letter Carrier Case scaled ....iFt2t-.1.:.slev_et_nruin,cas is_ not, a had
-- ' 
__. .. _____ 
"-- 
•tire building and released the pigeon.Tyro Danbury sisters fired a chargeof bird shot at a hawk who was cruel-ing off a chicken, and killed the chic -en. The hawk got away.
-Norwich(Conn.) SpeciaL
F"' m tor o put:a to coma, tutu It eta)given by a dealer at a sale held in Bir-
mingham. The pacic is stated to bethe only one of its kind in the world.Every card is specially engraved, andthe pack comp-mean exhaustive pic-tonal history of the principal eventsin the reign of Queen Anne down toI700. They include the victories ofMarlborough, the sea lights of Admir-al Benbow, all the various changes
connected with the parliamentaryproceedings of the day, and the con-
clusion of the treaties between Eng-land and France and Spain. Thequeen of hearts is zi very well drawnpicture o Queen Anne herse, and
nthe kig fof 
lf 
hearts represents Prince
The queen of diamonds is Annie So-phia, queen of Denmark; the queen
of clubs is the princess royal of Prus-
sia, and the queen of spades is thePrincess Anne of Russia. The knaves
were represented by leading politicians
of the day. This curious pack wasthe occasion of much spiriteal biddingbetween the gentlemen who hehl corn-
missions for the purchase. Had theygone to these the local art gallery
would have eventually received them.
AS it is, their destination is Shropshire.
-Pall Mall Gazettt.
_____„,„........
SHE IS 
"iiitaIEFUL."
"I saved the life of tny little girl by
• prompt, use of Dr. Acker's EnglishRemedy for Consumption."-MreWm. V HARRIMAN New York• • • ....‘.... r. ‘-a, „ .,,,,k‘uw
. ;', ,.. -
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The Owensboro,.
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appearanoe and lightnesshave no equal. They are thehest air reasoned timber In theby I td.roughlty saturating in
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catalogue and prices, addrees.
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Tattles the Arab Prophet's.
The 21 rabs have a very certain meth-od of ascertaining whether one oftheir prophets is a true one or a false.They oNanize an army, place him atthe head of it and make an assault on
FerYPt- If he is
 a true prophet he onquers, fbut if he is a falae one he fails.Thus ar the number of those whoh failed tallies to a man withthole who hare embarked in theprophet business, allot which wouldno
ditic°uragmish t(O 
anybodyevoerring derv wifh is nota law 
na.
fouled to making a howling success ofmuch of anything. - WashingtonP ose
-•
ineen Baby was sick, we gave her Cs start&
When he was a Child, she crud for Castarria,
When &he bewame iliac elle clung to esetoria,
whoa sae had Childrea, r"eave them Camel*
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